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Resumo
O presente trabalho investiga aspectos importantes relacionados às válvulas
ventosas. Estes dispositivos, elementos essenciais das adutoras, ainda não são bem com-
preendidos pelos engenheiros hidráulicos. As válvulas ventosas são instaladas ao longo da
adutora, principalmente nos pontos altos. Atuam na admissão de ar para evitar pressões
internas sub-atmosféricas e na expulsão de bolsões de ar. Por causa das complexidades
que surgem das interações ar-água, do escoamento compressível do ar e da falta de enten-
dimento sobre o funcionamento dos mecanismos das válvulas ventosas durante situações
dinâmicas, há muitas lacunas que ainda precisam ser investigadas neste assunto. Nesta dis-
sertação, com o desenvolvimento de revisão da literatura, três objetivos principais foram
estabelecidos e realizados: 1) análise da influência de válvulas ventosas, em conjunto com
outros dispositivos de proteção, no contexto do gerenciamento de transitórios hidráulicos,
2) avaliação da confiabilidade das curvas de desempenho de válvulas ventosas fornecidas
pelos fabricantes e 3) desenvolvimento de estratégias para expulsão controlada de ar por
válvulas ventosas, uma vez que a falta de controle da expulsão de ar tem geralmente
consequências danosas para a integridade de adutoras. Através de simulações computaci-
onais, concluiu-se que as válvulas ventosas, quando combinadas com outros dispositivos
de proteção, como tanques hidropneumáticos ou volantes de inércia, ajudam na mitigação
de sobre-pressões transitórias. Concluiu-se também que as curvas de desempenho apresen-
tadas pelos fabricantes devem ser usadas com cautela. Uma parte significativa das curvas
analisadas mostrou-se incongruente com o fenômeno de admissão e expulsão de ar por
válvulas ventosas, tanto do ponto de vista teórico como do ponto de vista experimental.
Por fim, um dispositivo para controlar a expulsão de ar por válvulas ventosas e permitir
a medição do escoamento foi desenvolvido e testado computacionalmente com sucesso.
Palavras-chaves: válvulas ventosas; golpe de aríete; transientes hidráulicos; simulação
computacional.
Abstract
In the present master thesis, important aspects of air valves were investigated.
Such devices are essential for the proper functioning of water mains. They are, however,
still poorly understood by hydraulic engineers. Air valves are installed along the pipeline,
especially at high points. They are used for the admission of air to avoid sub-atmospheric
internal pressures and for the expulsion of entrapped air. Because of complexities that arise
from air-water interactions, compressible flow of air and lack of understanding regarding
the functioning of air valves mechanisms during dynamic phenomena, there are multiple
knowledge gaps about the subject that need investigation. In the present research, with
the development of a literature review, three main objectives were set and successfully
achieved: 1) analysis of the influence of air valves, in conjunction with other protection
devices, in the context of water hammer management, 2) evaluation of the reliability of
air valves performance curves provided by manufacturers and 3) development of strate-
gies to control air expulsion through air valves during water hammer situations, since
uncontrolled air expulsion is generally deleterious to the integrity of water mains. With
the use of computer simulations, it was possible to conclude that air valves, when used
in conjunction with other protection devices, such as hydropneumatic tanks or flywheels,
have a positive effect regarding water hammer mitigation. Another important conclusion
of the present research is that performance curves presented by manufacturers should be
used with caution. A significant portion of the analyzed curves are not consistent with the
basic principles of air admission and expulsion through air valves, considering theoretical
and experimental aspects. Finally, a device able to control air expulsion through air valves
and to measure air flow was developed and successfully tested computationally.
Keywords: air valves; water hammer; hydraulic transients; computer simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Unwanted air intake in water mains can occur due to low internal pressures
associated with deficiencies of insulation joints. Air can also exit the solution with water
due to the passage of the flow through a control valve for example. The effects of air
pockets are generally harmful, reducing the energy efficiency of the system. They are also
associated with large pressure surges.
The analysis of the interaction between water and air in a water main is,
however, quite complex, since these substances have very different properties. Air has a
density of 1.184 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, while water has a density of 997.048 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, considering pressure
of 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚 and temperature of 25𝑜𝐶. In addition, air has a bulk modulus 𝐾 = 101 𝑘𝑃𝑎 for
constant temperatures, whereas water has 𝐾 = 2.2 𝐺𝑃𝑎.
In order to cope with air pockets inside water mains, combination air valves
are widely used. They allow air expulsion during the filling process and normal operation.
They also allow air admission in cases of sub-atmospheric internal pressures generated
by drainage operations or transient phenomena. Considering water hammer protection,
this kind of device can also be applied. Air valves are considerably effective in this re-
gard and have a relatively low cost when compared to other protection devices such as
hydropneumatic tanks.
Notwithstanding, there is still a wide range of topics related to water mains
and air valves that need deep investigation. This is due to the complexity of the physical
phenomena related to air-water interactions and because of the possibility of further
development regarding design and application of air valves.
In this context, a concise literature review about water mains and air valves
was developed for this master thesis. It was also done an investigation about the effects of
the application of air valves as part of protection systems of water mains against hydraulic
transients. Additionally, a critical analysis of the available data regarding air flow through
air valves was done. As a final contribution of this work, two schemes with the objective
of increasing the safety levels of water mains with air valves were developed and then
tested computationally.
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2 OBJECTIVES
The present master thesis investigates the importance of air valves for the se-
curity of water mains. In order to make an in depth investigation about the subject, a
literature review was done to gather two main types of information: 1) with the consul-
tation of peer reviewed papers, catalogs from manufacturers, standards and manuals of
internationally respected water related institutions and publications from internationally
acclaimed specialists, it was established what is the state of the art regarding air valves
and 2) aspects about the subject that need to be researched for further development were
identified. As a result, the following objectives were defined:
∙ For water raising mains, comparative analysis of water hammer protection systems,
some of which with the application of air valves as part of the solutions, regarding the
hydraulic transients that happen as a consequence of abrupt turning off of pumps.
This investigation is presented in Chapter 3.
∙ Critical evaluation of the existing equations from technical literature and graphs
from manufacturers regarding air flow through air valves. This evaluation is pre-
sented in Chapter 4.
∙ Development and computational testing of expulsion control schemes for air valves
with the aim of protecting water mains against water hammer over-pressure waves.
The investigation about air expulsion control systems is presented in Chapter 5.
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3 WATER MAINS
Water mains can be used to transport raw water that will be subsequently
treated. They can also operate to convey drinking water and, in this case, special care
should be taken to avoid contamination. Billions of people who live in urban areas around
the world have access to quality drinking water that comes from systems that need water
mains to function. Thus, it is clear the social and economical importance of pipelines.
There are basically two types of water mains regarding the origin of the energy
for water flow: gravity water mains and water mains with pumping systems. Flows due
to the action of gravitational force alone can happen in pressurized conditions or under
atmospheric pressure. Sometimes, when the necessary flow can not be delivered only
through gravitational means, given the characteristics of the pipeline, it might be a good
solution to add a pumping system. Usually, a pumping system is necessary when water
needs to be transported from an inferior reservoir to a superior one.
Several elements are necessary for the functioning of a water main: pipes,
reservoirs, pumping systems, control devices, protection devices, maintenance systems and
accessories. Some auxiliary structures that might be necessary are anchoring, intermediary
reservoirs and bridges or tunnels to overcome obstacles.
During the initial conception of a water main, the pipeline layout and profile
need to be determined. It must be considered the following elements: soil type, existing
buildings, areas whose constructions need to be demolished, necessity of complementary
infrastructure such as bridges and tunnels.
It should be chosen a layout that is close to the shortest possible path. Ob-
stacles like rivers and mountains, though, should be avoided. The construction should be
done near access roads to facilitate future operations and maintenance procedures of the
water main.
Usually a zone on both sides of the water main should be cleared from any
buildings or other types of occupation.
Considering water mains profiles, some recommendations must be followed,
according to Azevedo Netto (1971):
∙ Frequent slope changes should be avoided, especially for large diameter pipes.
∙ A minimum slope of 0.2% should be respected. This way, air movement will be
facilitated.
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∙ If the route has many high points, with ascending and descending segments, there
are minimum slopes to be respected: from 0.2% to 0.3% for ascending segments and
from 0.4% to 0.6% for descending ones.
∙ It should be avoided segments with successive short ascents and long descents.
∙ Horizontal segments should be avoided, even when the ground is flat. Successive
ascending and descending segments need to be used.
3.1 Gravity water mains
In the context of hydraulic transients management, the evaluation of velocity
variations and, therefore, flow variations is essential. Thus, an equation that describes
how the flow 𝑄 changes in a gravity water main is desirable. In this type of pipeline, flow
variations will happen mainly as a consequence of the maneuver of control valves installed
at the downstream end of the pipeline. With the use of Equation 3.1, the flow in a gravity
water main can be obtained (LUVIZOTTO JUNIOR, 2010).
𝑄 = 𝐴
⎯⎸⎸⎷ 2𝑔Δ𝑧
𝐹𝑝 + 𝑘𝑣
(3.1)
In Equation 3.1, 𝑄 is the flow in 𝑚3/𝑠, 𝐴 is the pipe cross sectional area in
𝑚2, 𝑔 is gravity’s acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2, Δ𝑧 is the elevation difference between inferior and
superior reservoirs in 𝑚, 𝐹𝑝 is the loss factor and 𝑘𝑣 is the minor loss coefficient of the
valve.
The loss factor 𝐹𝑝 is given by Equation 3.2.
𝐹𝑝 =
𝑓𝐿
𝐷
+ Σ𝑅 (3.2)
In Equation 3.2, 𝑓 is the friction factor, 𝐿 is the total length of the pipeline
in 𝑚, 𝐷 is the pipe diameter in 𝑚 and 𝑅 refers to localized head losses not related to
the control valve, such as head losses because of elbows or changes in pipe diameter for
example. The value of ∑︀𝑅 can be neglected if 𝐿 ≥ 5000𝐷 (LUVIZOTTO JUNIOR,
2010).
Each type of control valve has a typical function that describes how 𝑘𝑣 changes
with the aperture level. This issue will be discussed in the next section.
3.1.1 Control valves
Control valves are used to change water flow in water mains. Such devices are
classified into two major groups: rotary motion valves and linear motion valves.
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Examples of rotary motion valves are ball, butterfly and plug valves. Examples
of linear motion valves are globe, diaphragm and pinch valves. Regarding globe valves,
there are four usual types: single seated, double seated, angle and 3 way.
Compared to rotary valves, linear motion valves have low-recovery rates. This
means that linear motion valves dissipate considerable amounts of energy from the flow
because of the turbulence that their internal geometries generate.
Some valves are used only for complete interruption or allowance of water flow.
They are called “on or off” valves. Examples of such valves are gate valves and ball valves.
The general characteristics of some important control valves for water distri-
bution systems are presented as follows (GOENKA, 2009):
∙ Single seated globe valves: They are generally used for small diameter water mains
and have a good level of watertightness when closed, but the stem demands a large
force to be driven. They are very useful to control water flow and water pressure.
∙ Double seated globe valves: They are used for large diameter water mains and have
a low level of watertightness when closed, but the stem demands little force to be
driven. They are, unfortunately, very susceptible to cavitation.
∙ Diaphragm valves: The closing of this type of valve happens with the deformation
of a diaphragm. When the diaphragm touches the saddle, the complete closure is
obtained.
∙ Ball valves: This type of valve have a good watertightness when closed. They have
a high flow and high pressure capacity. They are better than gate valves for shut off
procedures because they can withstand high pressures and they can close rapidly.
∙ Butterfly valves: They have good watertightness when closed, allow great flows and
can be used to control flows for pipes with small diameters. On the other hand,
they are not indicated for high pressures. This type of valve induces pressure drops
because its mechanism is inside the flow stream. As a consequence, butterfly valves
are susceptible to cavitation and vibration.
∙ Multi-jet valves: They are useful to limit cavitation and to control flow in special
situations.
Control valves can be used to control flows in water mains because of their
capability to cause localized head losses. The head loss due to the presence of a control
valve is presented in Equation 3.3.
Δ𝐻𝑣 = 𝑘𝑣
𝑣2
2𝑔 (3.3)
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In Equation 3.3, 𝑘𝑣 is the minor loss coefficient that, for a given valve, is
constant if 𝑅𝑒𝑦 > 2000. The quantity 𝑣 is the flow velocity in 𝑚/𝑠 and 𝑔 is gravity’s
acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2. The value of 𝑘𝑣 is not constant, though, regarding the opening
degree 𝑠 of the valve. Equation 3.4 shows how 𝑘𝑣 can be related to 𝑠 (LUVIZOTTO
JUNIOR, 2010).
𝑘𝑣 =
𝑘𝑣,100
𝑠2𝑦
(3.4)
In Equation 3.4, 𝑘𝑣,100 is the fully open minor loss coefficient. The value of 𝑠
ranges from 0, fully closed, up to 1, fully opened. For a rotary motion valve, the value of
𝑠 follows Equation 3.5 in which the value of 𝜃 can go from 0𝑜, fully closed, up to 90𝑜, fully
opened.
𝑠 = 𝜃90𝑜 (3.5)
Each valve has its typical values of 𝑘𝑣,100 and 𝑦 in Equation 3.4. The value of
𝑦 ranges from 0.2 to 3.
Analyzing Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, it can be noted that, as long as the head
loss because of the valve is not considerable, when compared to the friction head loss and
the localized head losses, the flow rate will have little change.
3.2 Pumping systems
Pumping systems are used when there is the necessity of conveying water from
an inferior reservoir to a superior one. A pumping system has the objective of transforming
electric energy into the necessary energy that will be used to overcome elevation differences
between reservoirs and friction resistances caused by flow and pipe characteristics. Pipes
with small diameters, for example, have a tendency to cause big friction losses when
compared to large diameter pipes. Friction losses are also a function of the total length of
the pipeline. For a specific diameter of pipe, long pipe lengths cause more friction losses
than short ones. Thus, for pumping systems, the energy aspect must be a central part of
the engineering analysis.
3.2.1 Pumps
Regarding pumps, succinct descriptions of the applicability of the three basic
types are given as follows (PORTO, 2006):
∙ Centrifugal pumps are appropriate for small flows and large pressure rises.
∙ Diagonal pumps are used for intermediate flows and pressure rises.
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∙ Axial pumps are used for high flows and low pressure rises.
A basic parameter that is used for pump selection is the necessary electric
power. This information can be obtained with Equation 3.6. In this equation, 𝑃 is the
power in 𝑘𝑊 , 𝐻 is the total head in 𝑚, including friction, localized head losses and
elevation, and 𝜂 is the efficiency.
𝑃 = 9.8𝑄𝐻
𝜂
(3.6)
The selection of pumps also need to take into account how the devices can be
combined. There are two basic ways in which pumps can be combined: in parallel and in
series. When pumps are combined in parallel, their flow capacities are added. When pumps
are combined in series, their capacities to overcome head losses and elevation differences
are added.
Regarding water hammer, pumps can cause hydraulic transients in two differ-
ent situations: turning on of the pumps or turning off of the pumps. When a pumping
system is turned on, a positive pressure wave is originated. On the other hand, when the
pumping system is abruptly turned off, a negative pressure wave is originated. Nowadays,
this type of scenario can be avoided with the use of frequency inverters. This way, the
turning on or turning off of a pump can be performed in a controlled manner, avoiding
undesirable surges. Sometimes, though, when there is power outage for example, a pump
trip will happen and a hazardous hydraulic transient might take place.
3.3 Operational maneuvers
Maneuvers are carried out in order to change flow velocity. They can be clas-
sified into two generic groups: basic and operational maneuvers (KOELLE, 2000).
Basic maneuvers are quasi-static, that is, they are done in a slow manner to
avoid extreme undesirable water hammer wave pressures. There are two types: filling and
emptying of the pipeline. In the filling process, air must be expelled to give place to the
entering water. When emptying a water main, it is necessary to admit air. These two air
movements can be performed by one or more air valves.
Operational maneuvers are subdivided into three categories: normal maneu-
vers, emergency maneuvers and extreme abnormal maneuvers. All of them cause hydraulic
transients. However, tests are carried out only to check the safety of the pipeline for nor-
mal and emergency maneuvers. Extreme abnormal maneuvers are only tested with the
use of computational simulations, since they have low probability of occurrence and great
chance of causing catastrophic damages.
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An example of normal maneuver is when a pump is turned on. A pump trip,
however, is a type of emergency maneuver, since it is unexpected and not desirable. In
this context, air valves can have an important role as protection devices, avoiding vacuum
formation at high points of the water main.
The opening of a control valve causes a positive pressure wave downstream
and a negative one upstream. The closing of a control valve has the opposite result. These
two examples of maneuvers are recurring procedures during the operation of a pipeline.
They are classified as normal maneuvers.
The consideration of hydraulic transients is, therefore, essential for the analysis
of water main security, since they are caused by inevitable operational maneuvers.
3.4 Hydraulic transients
Hydraulic transients in water mains occur due to velocity changes. For a given
velocity variation or sum of variations, Equations 3.7 and 3.8 can be used to evaluate the
intensity of the resulting pressure wave (TULLIS, 1989). In these equations, Δ𝐻 is the
intensity of the variation of the hydraulic grade in 𝑚𝐻2𝑂, 𝑎 is the celerity of propagation
of the pressure wave in 𝑚/𝑠, Δ𝑉 is the velocity variation in 𝑚/𝑠 and 𝑔 is gravity’s
acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2. It should be noted that, if the velocity decreases (Δ𝑉 < 0), the
value of Δ𝐻 will be positive.
Δ𝐻 = −𝑎Δ𝑉
𝑔
(3.7)
∑︁
Δ𝐻 = −
∑︀(𝑎Δ𝑉 )
𝑔
(3.8)
It is important to emphasize that Equations 3.7 and 3.8 are valid when velocity
variations occur before the pressure wave returns to its origin. The celerity of propagation
of the pressure wave 𝑎 is given by Equations 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 (TULLIS, 1989). Usually,
Equation 3.10 is chosen for the acquisition of 𝑎 for computer simulations.
𝑎 =
√︁
𝐾
𝜌√︁
1 + 𝐶𝐾𝐷
𝐸𝑒
(3.9)
𝑎 = 9900√︁
48.3 +𝐾 ′𝐷
𝑒
(3.10)
𝑎 =
√︁
𝐾
𝜌√︁
1 + 𝐾𝐷
𝐸𝑒
+ 𝑀𝑅𝐾𝑇
𝑃 2
(3.11)
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 are used without considering air dissolved in water. In
these equations, 𝑎 is in 𝑚/𝑠, 𝐾 is the bulk modulus that, for water, is equal to 2.2109 𝑃𝑎,
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𝐾 ′ is a constant specific for each pipe material, 𝜌 is the density of water in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, 𝐷 is
the diameter of the pipe in 𝑚, 𝑒 is the wall thickness of the pipe in 𝑚, 𝐸 is the Young’s
modulus of the material of the pipe in 𝑃𝑎 and 𝐶 depends on anchoring conditions.
Some new quantities appear in Equation 3.11. This equation considers the
celerity of propagation of the pressure wave in the case of the mixture of water and air. In
this equation,𝑀 is the mass of air per volume of the mixture in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, 𝑅 is the universal
constant of perfect gases 287 𝐽/(𝑘𝑔𝐾), 𝑇 is the absolute temperature in 𝐾 and 𝑃 is the
absolute pressure in 𝑃𝑎.
The value of 𝐶 in Equation 3.9 can be obtained as follows (TULLIS, 1989):
∙ The pipe is anchored only at the upstream end: 𝐶 = 1− 0.5𝜇;
∙ The pipe is anchored against any axial movement: 𝐶 = 1− 𝜇2;
∙ Every section of the pipe is anchored with expansion joints: 𝐶 = 1.
For Equation 3.10, the Allievi equation for the celerity of propagation of the
pressure wave, the values of 𝐾 ′ can be obtained from Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Values of 𝐾 ′ for different pipe materials (TULLIS, 1989).
Pipe material Value of 𝐾 ′ Pipe material Value of 𝐾 ′
Steel 0.5 Amiante-cement 4.4
Cast iron 1.0 PVC 18.0
Concrete 5.0 Wood 5.0
The time that a pressure wave with celerity of propagation 𝑎 takes to return
to the point where it was originated is called period of the pipeline. This quantity is given
by Equation 3.12. In this equation, 𝑇 is the pipeline period in 𝑠 and 𝐿 is the pipeline
length in 𝑚.
𝑇 = 2𝐿
𝑎
(3.12)
In the frictionless situation, if the effective closing time of a valve is less than
𝑇 , then the peak of the pressure variation will have the same magnitude in relation to the
case where the valve is closed instantly. The effective closing time is not necessarily the
valve’s full closing time simply. What matters is the time that starts from the moment
when the valve becomes relevant for the decrease of flow (TULLIS, 1989).
Examples of sources of velocity variations in water mains, according to Tullis
(1989), are as follows: valve opening or closing, pump start or stoppage, check valve oper-
ation, air valve operation, pressure relief valve operation, pipe rupture, filling, drainage,
air pockets, change of the requested power of hydraulic turbines.
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The variations of velocity originate pressure waves that travel along the water
main. There are two types of pressure waves regarding frequency of occurrence (CRAB-
TREE; OLIPHANT, 2012):
∙ Occasional pressure waves: Pressure peaks caused by events outside normal opera-
tional conditions, like energy outage for pumps for example.
∙ Recurrent pressure waves: Pressure peaks caused by normal operating conditions.
They occur with a frequency of at least once a day. An example is the opening and
closing of valves.
The term “pressure peaks” refers to both extreme low and high pressures. In
this sense, the materials of the pipes and fittings must be tested for the total range of
working pressures.
Considering their intensity, pressure waves are classified into two types (CRAB-
TREE; OLIPHANT, 2012):
∙ Primary pressure waves;
∙ Secondary pressure waves.
A primary pressure wave is the most intense initial wave caused by a hydraulic
transient. It is followed by several minor waves of lower intensity. Ultimately, the effect
of a primary pressure wave added to the effects of the secondary waves can be considered
as equivalent to the effect of two primary waves.
In the case of recurrent pressure waves, the phenomenon of fatigue might be
relevant. A conventional water main, for example, has 1 to 7 primary pressure waves per
hour. Considering the value of 3 cycles per hour, for the first 100 years of a pipeline life,
a total of 2, 628, 000 primary pressure waves will occur!
Pressure waves are generally deleterious to pipelines. Three types of actions
can be identified to mitigate hydraulic transients (TULLIS, 1989; BOULOS; KARNEY,
2005):
∙ Modification of characteristics of the hydraulic transient: slower closure/opening of
valves, use of flywheel for the motor-pump set, decrease flow velocity, injection of
air.
∙ Modification of the system: change of piping material, change of route, increased
wall thickness of the tube, inclusion of effective systems for filling, cleaning and air
removal.
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∙ Use of protection devices.
3.4.1 Introduction to the Elastic Model
When hydraulic transients are analyzed from the physical-mathematical point
of view, differential equations that can be solved by the Method of Characteristics are
obtained (TULLIS, 1989). In this section, a brief analysis of the transient phenomena is
gonna be presented. It should be noted that the hydraulic transient phenomenon can also
be studied using other techniques like the rigid column model.
The momentum conservation equation states that the net force acting on a
mass of fluid is equal to its mass multiplied by its acceleration. It is, in fact, the application
of Newton’s 2nd Law. Equation 3.13 and Figure 3.1 represent this principle for a control
volume.
𝑃𝐴− (𝑃 + 𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥
Δ𝑥)𝐴− 𝜏𝜋Δ𝑥𝐷 + 𝜌𝑔𝐴Δ𝑥𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) = 𝜌𝐴Δ𝑥𝐷𝑉
𝐷𝑡
(3.13)
Figure 3.1 – Control volume for conservation of momentum analysis, adapted from Tullis (1989).
In Equation 3.13, 𝑃 is the pressure in the upper extremity of the control volume
in 𝑃𝑎, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area in 𝑚2, 𝜏 is the shear stress on the walls in 𝑃𝑎, Δ𝑥 is
the length of the control volume in 𝑚, 𝐷 is the internal diameter in 𝑚, 𝜃 is the slope of
the pipe in 𝑟𝑎𝑑, 𝜌 is the density of the liquid in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, 𝑔 is gravity’s acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2
and 𝐷𝑉/𝐷𝑡 is the fluid acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2.
By making some physical considerations and algebraic manipulations, it can
be derived Equation 3.14, regarding momentum conservation.
𝑔
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑓𝑉 |𝑉 |2𝐷 + 𝑉
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑡
= 0 (3.14)
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In Equation 3.14, 𝐻 is the piezometric head in 𝑚, 𝑉 is water’s velocity in 𝑚/𝑠
and 𝑓 is the friction factor. The friction factor, for most applications, can be evaluated
by Equation 3.15.
𝑓 = {( 64
𝑅𝑒
)8 + 9.5[𝑙𝑛( 𝜖3.7𝐷 +
5.74
𝑅𝑒0.9
)− (2500
𝑅𝑒
)6]−16}0.125 (3.15)
In Equation 3.15, 𝜖/𝐷 is the relative roughness and 𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number.
The Reynolds number can be found by Equation 5.14. The value of the dynamic viscosity
of water 𝜇 is 1.00210−3 𝑃𝑎𝑠 for a temperature of 20𝑜𝐶.
𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑉 𝐷
𝜇
(3.16)
Equation 3.17 is the equation of continuity. It imposes that the mass flow
through a control section is equal to the rate of mass variation within the control volume.
𝜌𝐴𝑉 − [𝜌𝐴𝑉 + 𝜕(𝜌𝐴𝑉 )
𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑥] = 𝜕(𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑥)
𝜕𝑡
(3.17)
Again, by making some physical considerations and algebraic manipulations,
Equation 3.18 regarding continuity is obtained. It can be noted that the convective terms
do not appear, since flow velocities usually have low values for water mains applications.
𝑉
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑎
2
𝑔
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑥
= 0 (3.18)
From Equations 3.14 and 3.18, after some algebraic manipulations, Equations
3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 are found. These Equations are the differential equations to be
solved. In these equations 𝑎 is the celerity of the pressure wave in 𝑚/𝑠.
𝑔
𝑎
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑓𝑉 |𝑉 |2𝐷 = 0 (3.19)
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡
= +𝑎 (3.20)
𝑔
𝑎
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑓𝑉 |𝑉 |2𝐷 = 0 (3.21)
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑎 (3.22)
The solution of Equations 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 is made with the use of the
Method of Characteristics. For that purpose, 𝑛 points on the pipe need to be considered.
They should be evenly distributed from one end of the pipe to the other. Each point is
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at a distance Δ𝑥 from the immediately adjacent points. Point 𝑗 + 1 is just downstream
of point 𝑗 and point 𝑗 − 1 is just upstream of point 𝑗.
As for the time increment, Δ𝑡 = Δ𝑥/𝑎. We also have that 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖−1 + Δ𝑡.
The values of 𝐻 and 𝑄 in Equations 3.25 to 3.28 have two subscripts. The first refers to
position and the second refers to time.
Multiplying Equation 3.19 by 𝑎𝑑𝑡/𝑔 leads to Equation 3.23.
𝑑𝐻 + 𝑎
𝑔
𝑑𝑉 + 𝑎𝑑𝑡
𝑔
𝑓𝑉 |𝑉 |
2𝐷 = 0 (3.23)
Considering 𝑑𝑉 = 𝑑𝑄/𝐴, 𝑉 |𝑉 | = 𝑄|𝑄|/𝐴2 and 𝑎𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑𝑥 in Equation 3.23,
Equation 3.24 is obtained.
𝑑𝐻 + 𝑎
𝑔𝐴
𝑑𝑄+ 𝑓2𝑔𝐷𝐴2𝑄|𝑄|𝑑𝑥 = 0 (3.24)
Integrating Equation 3.24 and considering that𝐵 = 𝑎/(𝑔𝐴) and𝑅 = 𝑓Δ𝑥/(2𝑔𝐷𝐴2),
Equations 3.25 and 3.26 are obtained.
𝐻𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 = 𝐶𝑃 −𝐵𝑄𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 (3.25)
𝐶𝑃 = 𝐻𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1 +𝐵𝑄𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1 −𝑅𝑄𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1|𝑄𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1| (3.26)
Using similar analysis with Equation 3.20, Equations 3.27 and 3.28 are ob-
tained.
𝐻𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 = 𝐶𝑀 +𝐵𝑄𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 (3.27)
𝐶𝑀 = 𝐻𝑗+1, 𝑡𝑖−1 −𝐵𝑄𝑗+1, 𝑡𝑖−1 +𝑅𝑄𝑗+1, 𝑡𝑖−1|𝑄𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1| (3.28)
Therefore, Equation 3.29 is obtained, as a result of the previous analysis.
𝐻𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 =
𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝑀
2 (3.29)
Equations 3.25 and 3.26 carry information from left to right. On the other
hand, Equations 3.27 and 3.28 carry information from right to left. Therefore, to find out
the values of 𝐻𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑄𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 , it is necessary to obtain first the following values 𝐻𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1 ,
𝑄𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1 , 𝐻𝑗+1, 𝑡𝑖−1 and 𝑄𝑗+1, 𝑡𝑖−1 .
For an extreme point, there is only one adjacent node. In this case, to find the
values of 𝐻𝑗 and 𝑄𝑗, it is necessary to establish boundary conditions. For example, for a
point just next a large reservoir, it suffices to establish that 𝐻𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖−1 and 𝐻𝑗−1, 𝑡𝑖+1 have
the value of the piezometric height of the reservoir. The flow from the steady state is also
necessary as a parameter of initial conditions. From this, it is sufficient to use Equations
3.25 and 3.26 to find 𝑄𝑗, 𝑡𝑖 .
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3.4.1.1 Considerations about the application of the Elastic Model
When applying the Elastic Model for the simulation of a water hammer situ-
ation, an important aspect to be considered is that Δ𝑡 should be small enough to avoid
simulation errors that might come from the use of short pipe segments.
Consider the finite differences Equations 3.30 and 3.31 that come from Equa-
tions 3.20 and 3.22.
Δ𝑥
Δ𝑡 = +𝑎 (3.30)
Δ𝑥
Δ𝑡 = −𝑎 (3.31)
For example, for a steel pipeline with pipes with internal diameters of 215.5𝑚𝑚
and wall thicknesses of 1.8 𝑚𝑚, the celerity of propagation of the pressure wave is
1368.90 𝑚/𝑠. In this condition, if Δ𝑡 = 0.005 𝑠, then Δ𝑥 = 6.84 𝑚. Because of this
minimum value of pipe length Δ𝑥, some softwares make adjustments regarding short
pipes in order to adequate their lengths.
For example, for the presented situation, if the model has a pipe with a length
of 5.00 𝑚, this value would be adjusted to 6.84 𝑚, thus increasing the length by 37.2%.
For this reason, it is recommended the use of short pipe segments that are multiples of
the value of Δ𝑥 that is obtained when Δ𝑡 is multiplied by 𝑎.
3.5 Safety of water mains
The three operating conditions for water mains are normal, emergency and
catastrophic conditions, according to Koelle (2000).
Normal conditions include operational maneuvers of control valves, filling,
emptying, starting and stopping of pumps. In this case, the protection devices and fittings
coupled to the water main are considered to be in perfect working order. It is necessary
to use a safety factor of at least 2.0 in relation to flow and collapse, since the normal
condition is very recurrent.
An emergency condition happens because of the failure of some device that
operates in the normal condition. A strategy to avoid this condition is to duplicate devices,
so when one of them fails there will be another one to act. In addition, systems to block
devices or verify their functionality are necessary. A safety factor of at least 1.5 should be
used in relation to flow and collapse.
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Catastrophic conditions are operational accidents that can lead to life threat-
ening consequences or great destruction of the installations. They are of difficult prediction
and very rare. A safety factor of more than 1.0 is considered in relation to flow and col-
lapse. Large diameter pipes, prone to collapse, are candidates for catastrophic conditions.
One famous example of an accident involving hydraulic transients happened
in the Oigawa hydroelectric power plant in 1950, in which three people died due to the
flooding of the machine chamber. An abrupt closure of a butterfly valve caused a penstock
to rupture. This rupture generated a surge of under-pressure that caused the pipe collapse
(ADAMKOWSKI, 2001).
The application of devices that guarantee the correct opening or closing time
of a control valve is desirable in order to avoid emergency conditions. It is recommended,
for example, the duplication of relief valves, the control of the minimum volume of air in
a hydropneumatic tank and the use of two feeders for unidirectional tanks.
3.5.1 Pipeline resistance
According to Azevedo Netto (1971), for rigid pipes, that is, for pipes that are
not subject to collapse if the internal relative pressure becomes negative, the design of air
valves takes into account the expulsion of air in the filling procedure, which is considered
a critical event. In this case, the main goal in relation to water hammer management will
be to avoid extreme positive pressure peaks.
On the other hand, in the case of steel pipes with thin walls, when there is
internal sub-atmospheric pressures, the minimum expected pressures should be analyzed
during the design phase in order to prevent pipe collapse.
Equation 3.32 presents the critical collapse pressure 𝑃𝐶 for steel pipes accord-
ing to AWWA (1989). The design engineer should consider a safety factor (SF) between
2 and 3.
𝑃𝐶 = 66, 000, 000(𝑡/𝐷)3 (3.32)
As a guideline during the project phase, Table 3.2 shows the minimum wall
thicknesses for steel pipes.
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Table 3.2 – Minimum wall thicknesses in 𝑚𝑚 for steel pipes (AZEVEDO NETTO, 1971).
Pipe
diameter (𝑚𝑚) Buried pipes
For collapse
pressure
For 50% of collapse
pressure
700 3.97 4.76 4.76
800 3.97 6.35 4.76
900 4.76 6.35 6.35
1000 5.56 7.94 6.35
1200 6.35 9.53 7.94
1500 7.94 11.11 9.53
1750 9.53 12.70 9.53
2000 11.11 15.88 11.11
For buried pipes, that are at least one diameter under the surface, wherein the
thickness of the pipe is at least 0.5% of the diameter, there is no risk of collapse due to
internal negative relative pressures according to Azevedo Netto (1971).
Equation 3.33 can be used to evaluate the maximum pressure a pipe can with-
stand. In this equation, 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum pressure in 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum
axial tension the pipe material resists in 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝑒 is the pipe wall thickness in 𝑚𝑚, 𝜂𝑖 is
a constant that is equal to 0.85 for water mains, 𝐷 is the pipe diameter in 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑆𝐹
is the safety factor.
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
2𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑒𝜂𝑖
𝐷𝑆𝐹
(3.33)
For steel pipes 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 250 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and for PVC pipes 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 52 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Usually,
the maximum pressures for steady flow and for water hammer conditions are presented
by pipe manufacturers in their catalogs.
For the critical collapse pressure, Equation 3.34 can yield results for any pipe
material.
𝑃𝐶 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 2𝐸(1− 𝜈2)𝑆𝐹 (
𝑒
𝐷
)3 (3.34)
In Equation 3.34, 𝑃𝐶 is the critical collapse pressure in 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 is the
atmospheric pressure in 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝 is water’s vapor pressure in 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝐸 is the Young’s
modulus of the material of the pipe in 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio of the material
of the pipe.
The values of water vapor pressures for different common operational temper-
atures of water mains can be accessed with Table 4.1. Poisson’s ratios for common pipe
materials are as follows: 0.2 for concrete, 0.3 for ductile iron and steel and 0.5 for PVC.
For operational situations 𝑆𝐹 can be considered as equal to 2.0. For extreme
situations, 𝑆𝐹 can be admitted as equal to 1.0.
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3.6 Mitigation solutions for water hammer without protection de-
vices
3.6.1 Changing pipe characteristics
Analyzing Equation 3.9, it is clear that the decrease of the Young’s modulus 𝐸
of the pipe material will decrease the celerity of propagation of the pressure wave and, as a
consequence, the intensity of Δ𝐻. This type of approach, though, might not be sufficient
for water hammer prevention, since materials with low values of 𝐸 also have low values of
resistance. Table 3.3 shows the values of 𝐸 for common pipe materials (TULLIS, 1989).
In this table 𝑓𝑐 is the resistance of concrete.
Table 3.3 – Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios for various common pipe materials, adapted from Tullis
(1989).
Pipe material Young’s modulus (𝑀𝑃𝑎) Poisson’s ratio
Steel 207000 0.3
Cast iron 165000 0.28
Copper 110000 0.3
Brass 103000 0.34
Aluminum 72000 0.33
PVC 3000 0.45
Reinforced glass fiber 28000 0.27-0.30
Reinforced plastic with fibers 9000 0.20-0.24
Amiante-cement 23000 0.3
Concrete 393
√
𝑓𝑐 0.2
In Equation 3.9, if the 𝐷/𝑒 ratio increases, there will be a decrease of the value
of 𝑎. An increase of 𝐷/𝑒, though, will cause a decrease of pipe resistance, considering
Equation 3.33.
3.6.2 Addition of air
Another strategy for mitigating extreme transient pressures is the intentional
injection of air inside the pipe. Considering Equation 3.11, if there is an increase of the
amount of air dissolved in water, increase of𝑀 , maintaining all other variables unchanged,
the value of 𝑎 will decrease. With the decrease of 𝑎, considering now Equation 3.8, there
will be a decrease of the intensity of the hydraulic grade variation Δ𝐻.
The beneficial effect of air addition can be very significant as indicated by
Tullis (1989). It is difficult though to do this type of strategy in a controlled manner.
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3.6.3 Changing design flow
If the design flow is decreased, for a given pipe diameter, the variation of
velocities due to control valves maneuvers or other causes will be diminished.
3.6.4 Slow closing of control valves
Analyzing Equation 3.1, it can be noted that, during the operation of a control
valve, the variation of the flow will only happen when 𝑘𝑠 becomes substantial when com-
pared to 𝐹𝑝. The value of 𝐹𝑝 is proportional to the head losses mainly because of friction.
Therefore, for long pipelines, the influence of 𝐹𝑝 can be important.
For control valves installed in long pipelines, the initial closing from the total
opened stage, doesn’t have an impact in changing the flow. It can happen, for example, for
a butterfly valve, that, after closing it 80%, there will be minimum decrease of flow. After
that, the remaining 20% can have an intense influence on flow variation, and therefore,
on the water hammer phenomenon. Because of this, it is recommended the study of the
behavior of 𝑘𝑠 of the valve and its influence on the variation of flow according to Equation
3.1.
A common practice is to perform a fast closing of the major part of the opened
area of the control valve and after that perform a slow closing of the remaining portion.
3.6.5 Application of flywheels
The bigger the inertia of the motor-pump set the harder it will be to decelerate
it. For this reason, it is common the application of flywheels attached to the motor-pump
axis as a means to increase the inertia of the set and, as a consequence, alleviate the water
hammer caused by pump trip.
The inertia of a disk is given by Equation 3.35. In this Equation, 𝐼 is the
inertia in 𝑘𝑔𝑚2, 𝑀 is the mass of the disc in 𝑘𝑔 and 𝐷 is the diameter of the disc in 𝑚.
𝐼 =𝑀𝐷
2
8 (3.35)
The inertia of a motor 𝐼𝑀 can be estimated with the use of Equation 3.36. In
this equation, P is the power in 𝑘𝑊 and 𝑁 is the rotation in 𝑟𝑝𝑚. The inertia of the
motor-pump set can be estimated as 𝐼 = 1.1𝐼𝑀 .
𝐼𝑀 = 150(
𝑃
𝑁
)1.435 (3.36)
The rotation variation of a motor-pump set Δ𝑁 is given by Equation 3.37
(TSUTIYA, 2006). In this equation, 𝐼 is the inertia of the motor-pump set in 𝑘𝑔𝑚2, Δ𝑡
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is the time increment in 𝑠, 𝛾 is the specific weight of water in 𝑁 , 𝑄 is water flow in 𝑚3/𝑠
and 𝐻 is the hydraulic grade in 𝑚.
Δ𝑁 = 900𝛾𝑄𝐻
𝐼𝜋2𝜂𝑁
Δ𝑡 (3.37)
It can be noted with Equation 3.37 that, for high values of 𝐼, the values of
Δ𝑁 tend to be relatively low.
3.7 Mitigation solutions for water hammer with protection devices
When it is not possible to mitigate a hydraulic transient by modifying its
characteristics or the system, it is necessary to make use of protection devices. In this
section, the most common protection devices against hydraulic transients will be described
(BOULOS; KARNEY, 2005).
3.7.1 Types of protection devices
At a high point of a pipeline, a combination air valve should be installed.
It protects the water main against under-pressures that can cause cavitation or pipe
collapse, since it allows air to enter when sub-atmospheric pressure occurs. When the
internal pressure becomes positive again, air is expelled to the atmosphere.
Simple surge tanks (standpipes) can only be installed at places with low normal
static pressures. This type of device protects the water main against over-pressures and
under-pressures. For protection against over-pressures, water from the pipeline enters the
tank. On the other hand, to protect against under-pressures, the tank allows water to exit
towards the pipeline. Its design variables are size, location, connection properties, tank
configuration and level of overflow.
Surge vessels or hydropneumatic tanks can be installed independently of the
normal static pressure. This type of device protects the water main against over-pressure
and under-pressure waves. Water enters the vessel, decreasing the volume of air, in the
situation of over-pressures. In the case of under-pressures, water leaves the vessel and the
air volume increases. An advantage of this device is that it has a shorter response time
when compared to simple surge tanks. Its design variables are location, volume (total,
water and air), geometry, inlet and outlet diameters and connection losses.
A compressor air vessel is similar to the previous device, however, it needs an
air compressor to maintain the water level and air volume at the desired values for normal
operating conditions.
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A hydropneumatic bladder tank is similar to the previous two devices and does
not need an air compressor, as it has a previously supplied element with an appropriate
pressure.
A hybrid tank with air compressor is similar to the previous three devices.
It is necessary an air compressor to maintain proper water level and air volume. If the
pressure becomes sub-atmospheric, air intake occurs through an air valve located at the
top of the tank.
When a hybrid tank with damping tube is used, there is no need for an air
compressor. The length of the damping tube defines the amount of air in normal operating
situations. This same tube controls the closure of the air valve when the tank is filling.
Feed tanks can be installed at any point of the pipeline. The types of feed tanks
are: closed feed tank, open feed tank and feed tank with check valve. It protects against
under-pressure waves by allowing water to flow into the pipeline. The design variables are
size, location, connector properties and tank configuration.
A pressure-relief valve offers protection against over-pressure waves. It operates
by discharging water to the outside of the pipe through an orifice when the maximum set
pressure is reached, at the point where the valve is or at another predetermined point.
An important feature is that the valve opens rapidly, but closes slowly, and the pressure
for the start of the closure is generally 80% of the opening pressure. The design variables
are size, location, activation pressure to start aperture, aperture time and closing time.
Like the previous device, a surge anticipation valve offers protection against
over-pressures. It discharges water out of the pipeline through an orifice when the max-
imum pressure (or minimum pressure) is reached, at the point where the valve is or at
another predetermined point. If it is not correctly sized and located, it can generate un-
wanted under-pressure waves. Design variables are size, location, connector properties,
minimum and maximum aperture pressures, aperture time and closing time.
A pump-bypass line is a segment of pipe parallel to the pump. Applicability
conditions are low system pressure and positive pressure upstream of the pump. Such
solution is associated with a check valve and serves to prevent the pressure from rising
too much upstream of the pump or falling too much downstream of the pump.
A check valve, already mentioned as part of the previous scheme, only allows
water flow towards a determined direction, closing when reverse flow starts. The speed
with which a check valve closes, when the reverse flow starts, varies depending on the type
of valve. To avoid very abrupt closure, some valves have cushioning systems with weights
or springs. They are used downstream of pumps and have the advantage of being able
to prevent pipes from being drained. The most common check valve is the swing check
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valve.
Table 3.4 lists the options of actions to mitigate the effects of transients origi-
nated from diverse reasons. The improvement actions involving air valves were highlighted
in bold.
Table 3.4 – Options to mitigate harmful effects of hydraulic transients (POTHOF; KARNEY, 2013).
Operation Criterion Vio-lation Improvement
Pump trip Low pressure
Bypass pipe, flywheel, larger pipe
diameter, air vessel, accumula-
tor surge tower, surge vessel, feed
tank, air valve(s) at low pres-
sure points in the system, other
pipe material with lower Young’s
modulus.
Pump trip High pressure Air vessel with check valve andthrottled bypass
Pump trip Reverse flow
Increase (check) valve closure rate
by choosing an appropriate fast-
closing check valve (e.g. nozzle
type)
Pump trip
Rate of fluid
deceleration
through check
valve (high pres-
sure due to valve
closure)
Apply spring to reduce check
valve closing time, apply spring
or counter weight with damper to
increase check valve closing time
and allow return flow
Valve closure High pressure
Air vessel, slower valve closure,
pressure relief valve or damper at
high pressure points, higher pres-
sure rating
Valve closure Low pressure Air vessel, slower valve closure,air valves at low pressure points
Valve throttling Pressure insta-bility
Use multiple valves, adjust con-
trol settings
Drainage, filling Entrapped air use Air valves, prevent drainageon shut-down
3.7.2 Protection for pumping systems and the use of air valves
Water mains need protection against hydraulic transients caused by the abrupt
turning off of pumping systems due to power outage. This type of scenario is common
for locations with unreliable electric power distribution systems. In this case, a protection
arrangement that uses air valves might be a viable option.
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After the pumping system is shut down, a negative pressure wave starts to
travel downstream from the pumping system. This initial wave can eventually cause sub-
atmospheric pressures. In a second phase of the phenomenon, positive extreme pressure
waves also take place. For this reason, it is necessary to attenuate the hydraulic transient to
maintain the pressure levels during the surge under the resistance limits of the installation.
In the present sub-section, the influence of air valves as part of protective
systems was investigated. For this purpose, two case study water mains were developed
for subsequent computer simulations.
3.7.2.1 Description of the first case study water main
The first case study water main is composed of steel pipes and is presented
in Figure 3.2. The altimetric profile and the lengths of the segments of the water main
are based on an example presented by Ramezani et al. (2015). The total length of the
pipeline is 6555 𝑚 and the elevation difference between inferior and superior reservoirs is
90 𝑚.
Figure 3.2 – Case study water main DN200 with pumping system with pumps in series.
The steel pipes of the water main follow the European Standard EN10220
(CEN, 2002). The majority of the pipeline, downstream of J1, is composed of pipes with
internal diameters of 215.5 𝑚𝑚 and wall thicknesses of 1.8 𝑚𝑚. These dimensions lead to
a pipeline resistance to positive pressures of 184.5 𝑚𝐻2𝑂, considering a safety factor of
2. Pipes from the inferior reservoir to the first pump have internal diameters of 150.7 𝑚𝑚
and values of wall thickness of 8.8 𝑚𝑚. Between the first pump and J1, pipes have
internal diameters of 125.5 𝑚𝑚 and values of wall thickness of 7.1 𝑚𝑚. In contrast to
what happens to the majority of the water main, the resistances of these upstream pipes
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are much beyond the transient extreme pressures. There are no pipes that are subject to
collapse due to sub-atmospheric pressures. The elevations and the lengths of the pipeline
segments are presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 – Elevations and lengths of the pipeline segments of the first case study water main.
Segment Length (𝑚) Junction Elevation (𝑚)
P-1 5 R-1 0
P-2 5 PMP-1 -2
P-3 5 PMP-2 -2
P-4 30 PMP-3 -2
P-5 500 J-1 0
P-6 1500 J-2 0
P-7 500 J-3 80
P-8 4000 J-4 25
P-9 5 HT-1 0.5
P-10 5 AV-1 81
R-2 90
The pumping system is composed of three pumps in series KSB CPK 125-340.
Each pump has inertia 𝐼 = 0.6 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 and rotation of 1750 𝑟𝑝𝑚 The efficiency for the
application is 75%. It was considered a flow velocity in the main portion of the pipeline
of 1.5 𝑚/𝑠.
It will be considered that the water main conveys clean water to a distribution
system. For this reason, it should be avoided the entrance of external water through
non-watertight fittings because of internal sub-pressures.
3.7.2.2 Description of the second case study water main
The second case study water main is presented in Figure 3.3. This water main
also follows the profile indication of a water main presented by Ramezani et al. (2015).
The total length of the pipeline is 6512 𝑚 and the elevation difference between inferior
and superior reservoirs is 90 𝑚.
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Figure 3.3 – Second case study water main DN600 with pumping system with pumps in parallel.
The steel pipes of the water main follow the European Standard EN10220
(CEN, 2002). The majority of the pipeline, downstream of J-1, have internal diameters of
599.2 𝑚𝑚 and wall thicknesses of 5.4 𝑚𝑚. The resistance of these pipes is 196.3 𝑚𝐻2𝑂,
considering a safety factor of 2. The pipes that connect the inferior reservoir to the
pumps have internal diameters of 203.1 𝑚𝑚 and wall thicknesses of 8.0 𝑚𝑚. The pipes
downstream of the pumps and before J-1 have internal diameters of 150.7 𝑚𝑚 and wall
thicknesses of 8.8 𝑚𝑚. The resistance of the pipes upstream of J-1 are much beyond
the transient extreme pressures. The elevations and lengths of the pipeline segments are
presented in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 – Elevations and lengths of the pipeline segments of the second case study water main.
Segment Length (𝑚) Junction Elevation (𝑚)
P-1 500 J-1 0
P-2 1500 J-2 0
P-3 500 J-3 80
P-4 4000 J-4 25
P-a1 to P-a5 6 PMP-1 to PMP-5 -2
P-b1 to P-b5 6
P-c1 6 AV-1 81
R-1 0
R-2 90
The pumping system is composed of five identical pumps in parallel Meganorm
N 500-150-200. Each pump has inertia 𝐼 = 2.5 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 and rotation of 1750 𝑟𝑝𝑚. The
efficiency for the application is 74%. The design flow of the water main is 2090 𝑚3/ℎ.
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3.7.2.3 Selection of alternatives for water hammer mitigation
In the example presented by Ramezani et al. (2015), it was applied two types
of solution for protection against hydraulic transients: 1) hydropneumatic tank near the
pump station and 2) smaller hydropneumatic tank near the pump station combined with
air valve at the high point of the profile. In the case study presented here, a constant
volume of hydropneumatic tank was applied.
For the first case study water main, four alternatives were selected as mitigation
solutions for the water hammer caused by the pump trip scenario. They are described
as follows: 1) use of a flywheel with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 for each one of the three motor-pump
sets, 2) use of a flywheel with 𝐼 = 0.3 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 for each one of the three motor-pump sets
and an air valve with an outlet diameter of 33 𝑚𝑚 at the high point of the profile, 3)
use of a hydropneumatic bladder tank with a volume of 500 𝐿, connection diameter of
75 𝑚𝑚, outlet minor loss coefficient of 1.5, inlet minor loss coefficient of 3.75 and bladder
air pressure before installation of 30 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 and 4) use of the previous tank with an air
valve like the one already mentioned at the high point of the profile.
For the second case study water main, the presence of an air valve with an
outlet orifice diameter of 88.9 𝑚𝑚 at the high point was analyzed as a means to attenuate
extreme hydraulic transient pressures.
3.7.2.4 Basic concepts of HAMMER
The software HAMMER by Bentley Systems was used for water hammer sim-
ulations of the two case study water mains. It applies the Elastic Model to solve hydraulic
transients, considering the Method of Characteristics. The basic elements for water main
insertion are shown in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4 – Basic elements for water main insertion available on HAMMER.
Special care should be taken when including a pipe with a check valve. The
insertion direction, from the junction of the first click to the junction of the second click,
is the direction that the check valve will allow flow.
Early on, the user should choose which units are desired. This can be done
with the following path: Tools → Options → Units.
To edit the properties of pipes, junctions and other types of elements that are
usually numerous in the drawings, it should be used the following path: View → Flex
Tables. This way, the user can edit the characteristics of elements in a very efficient way.
To edit the characteristics of pipes using the Pipe Table, it is necessary first
to check the box Has User Defined Length?. The following data should be included: 1)
Length, 2) Diameter, 3) Material, 4) Wave Speed, 5) Check the box Has Check Valve if
the pipe has it.
To insert the values of elevations of multiple junctions, the user can use the
Junction Table.
For reservoirs, the user should define the Elevation that indicates the water
level of the reservoir and the Elevation (inlet/outlet invert) that indicates the level of the
pipe that takes/discharges water from/to the reservoir.
To edit information related to pumps, it is necessary to double click the element
in the drawing. This way the window Properties will be opened. It is necessary to insert
the following data:
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∙ Relative speed factor (initial): It shows the initial rotational speed of the pump in
relation to its normal functioning one. For simulations of hydraulic transients caused
by pump start, it should be filled with 0.0. For simulations of hydraulic transients
caused by pump trip, it should be filled with 1.0.
∙ Status initial: It will define if the pump is turned on (On) or turned off (Off) in the
beginning of the simulation.
∙ Elevation.
∙ Pump definition: In the case of simulations of hydraulic transients caused by pump
operations, the user should click the icon indicated in Figure 3.5. It should be
inserted pump data on tabs: Head, Efficiency, Motor and Transient. An example of
the tab Head filled is shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5 – Creating a new pump definition on HAMMER.
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Figure 3.6 – Defining pump characteristics on tab Head.
∙ Flow (nominal) and Head (nominal): If the pump is already operating in the be-
ginning of the simulation, these values don’t not need to be added. Otherwise, it is
necessary to process the steady regime and then add the correspondent values.
∙ Operating rule: The user should go to Edit to edit the operating curve of the pump.
The tab Patterns will be opened. It should be created a new pattern for the item
Operational (Transient, Pump). Then, it is necessary to fill a table, as shown in
Figure 3.7. Note that the first time value inserted can not be 0.0. Moreover, in the
case of simulation of pump start, the field Starting Multiplier must be set to 0.0, as
presented in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 – Defining the operating rule for a pump.
∙ Pump type (transient): It is recommended to insert in this field the option Variable
Speed/Torque.
∙ Diameter (pump valve): It is the diameter of the pump’s check valve.
To add a flywheel to the motor-pump, it is necessary to change the pump
characteristics clicking the tab Transient in Figure 3.6. Modifying the inertia value to the
increased one will allow the simulation of a flywheel.
The software offers four types of air valves: double acting (air/vacuum valve),
slow closing, triple action (combination air valve) and vacuum breaker. For the simulations
of the two case study water mains, it was used the double acting option. The following
parameters must be defined for a double acting air valve:
∙ Elevation: The air valve should be at an elevation higher than the elevation of the
pipeline point that it is connected to.
∙ Treat air valve as junction?: Select the option True.
∙ Air flow calculation method: Select the option Orifice Diameter.
∙ Diameter (air inflow orifice).
∙ Diameter (air outflow orifice).
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The software also simulates hydropneumatic tanks. In this case, the user should
verify, after a transient simulation, if the maximum volume of air during the calculations
was not superior to the total volume of the tank. If this hypothesis happens to be true,
a bigger tank or a hydropneumatic bladder tank should be considered. When a hydrop-
neumatic tank is added, the following parameters must be defined:
∙ Elevation.
∙ Operating range type: Select the option Level.
∙ Level: Add the water level measured from the bottom of the tank.
∙ Liquid volume initial.
∙ Volume tank: Total tank volume, considering water and air.
∙ Volume effective: Adopted a low value, like 0.2 𝐿.
∙ HGL (on) and HGL (off): Minimum and maximum operational levels.
∙ Treat as a junction: Select the option True.
∙ Diameter (tank inlet orifice).
∙ Volume of gas (initial).
Before the transient simulation, it is important to set the correct calcula-
tion options. The user should apply the following path: Analysis → Calculation Options
(Transient Solver)→ Base Calculation Options. Some observations about the calculation
options are as follows:
∙ In the topic Reporting, the user chooses which types of information, and their re-
spective quantities, will be stored from simulations.
∙ In the topic Summary, if the user defines a Time Step that is too small, it will imply
into an increase of the simulation processing time.
∙ It should be selected Run Duration Type as Time.
∙ The celerity of the pressure wave should be added by the user.
∙ If desired, select the option True for the item Generate Animation Data.
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Another important aspect of the software is the creation of scenarios for sim-
ulations. After executing a simulation for a given situation, the results will be stored in
the corresponding scenario. The creation of a scenario is done using the following path:
Analysis → Scenarios.
Every Scenario can have Child Scenarios. When the user wants to make a
simulation for a given Scenario, it should be selected. After the selection, the user should
click the item indicated in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8 – Setting Scenario for simulation.
Some of the advantages of using Attributes, Alternatives and Scenarios man-
agement are as follows:
∙ A single project archive is able to generate an unlimited number of conditions.
Therefore, it is not necessary to create multiple separated modeling archives.
∙ The software maintains the data for every Scenario separately, allowing the direct
comparison between Scenarios.
∙ The relationship between Scenarios and Alternatives permits combination of data
from existing Scenarios without the need to declare again any data.
∙ It is not necessary to reintroduce data for a new Alternative or new Scenario if the
data is repeated. With the use of this type of tool, it is also possible to correct
an input error in a father Scenario (Base Scenario) and update automatically the
attribute, correcting it, for all Child Scenarios.
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These advantages might not seem attractive for small projects, but, when
projects grow towards thousands of elements in the network or one needs to handle mul-
tiple possibilities, the advantages of the use of Scenarios are clear.
In a large scale project, being able to maintain a collection of Base Alternatives
that can be modified with precision and efficiency can be the difference between evaluating
possible improvements or ignoring them.
It is recommended to draw various possibilities of situations in the same water
main. Just before executing a Scenario, the unwanted parts of the water main can be
turned off. For the sake of doing that, the tool Active Topology Selection should be used.
Its icon is the third arrow, from left to right, in Figure 3.9. The simulation will only
consider the elements that are turned on by the aforementioned tool.
The creation of a profile needs to be done before the calculations. In order to
do so, the following path should be used: View → Profile. After creating a Profile, the
pipeline in question should be selected from the drawing.
To execute the calculation for the steady regimen and then for the transient
regimen, the user should click the first and second items, from left to right, indicated in
Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9 – Selection of steady flow calculation (left), transient flow calculation (center) and Active
Topology (right).
After the execution of the desired simulations, the user needs to access the
respective results. Going to Profiles, the user can obtain graphs for several parameters
versus pipeline length. As shown in Figure 3.10, the graphs can be defined considering all
Scenarios (left) that exist and all parameters stored (right).
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Figure 3.10 – Selecting scenarios and quantities to graphic creation.
Animated graphs that show the variation of parameters with time for a specific
Scenario can be made with the path: Analysis → Transient Results Viewer.
3.7.2.5 Relevant simulation aspects that were applied
Some considerations regarding the computer simulations for both case study
water mains are as follows: 1) it was considered a time step of 0.005 𝑠, 2) the duration of the
simulation was equal to 60 𝑠, much longer than the periods of the simulated installations,
considering the celerity of the pressure wave, and, thus, allowing the stabilization of the
phenomenon, 3) the air valves were simulated taking into account the sizes of their orifices,
4) the values of inertia of the motor-pump sets were defined by the software as a function
of the pump’s break powers and rotation values as provided by the manufacturer’s catalog.
3.7.2.6 Results and discussion of the simulation tests
For the first case study water main, the absence of a protection system resulted
in very high pressures, mainly in the region near the pumping system, as it can be observed
in Figure 3.11. Maximum pressures up to 250.0 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 can be observed at a distance of
500 𝑚 from the inferior reservoir.
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Figure 3.11 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for the absence of a protection system for the first case
study water main.
Considering the first solution that uses flywheels with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2, the maxi-
mum and minimum hydraulic grades can be observed in Figure 3.12. The use of flywheels
was enough to reduce extreme over-pressures to the limits necessary for the less resistant
pipes with thin walls that compose most of the water main. It should be noted, though,
that the maximum pressures were usually more than 30 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 bigger than the pressures
during steady flow.
Figure 3.12 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for solution with flywheels with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 for the first
case study water main.
Figure 3.13 shows the solution with flywheels with 𝐼 = 0.3 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 and an air
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valve at the high point. It is noticeable the increase in performance compared to the
previous solution when maximum pressures are considered, though the inertia of each
flywheel is much smaller. For the region in the vicinities of the air valve, the maximum
hydraulic grade is equal to the hydraulic grade during steady flow.
Figure 3.13 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for solution with flywheels with 𝐼 = 0.3 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 and an air
valve at the high point for the first case study water main.
Considering the third alternative that uses a hydropneumatic bladder tank, the
alleviation of pressures was enough with a tank volume of 500 𝐿. This solution generated
much better results than with the application of flywheels with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2. In the vicini-
ties of the location of the hydropneumatic tank, the maximum hydraulic grade was equal
to the hydraulic grade during steady flow. It is possible to notice that this solution had
a worse performance regarding maximum pressures when compared to the solution with
flywheels and an air valve. On the other hand, it was better regarding sub-atmospheric
pressures.
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Figure 3.14 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for solution with hydropneumatic bladder tank with 500 𝐿
for the first case study water main.
Finally, with Figure 3.15, it can be observed that the best performance is
obtained with the fourth alternative when the hydropneumatic bladder tank is used in
conjunction with an air valve at the high point. Maximum and minimum hydraulic grades
were very effectively controlled.
Figure 3.15 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for solution with hydropneumatic bladder tank with 500 𝐿
and an air valve at the high point.
It can be concluded from this analysis that 1) the hydropneumatic bladder
tank has an important effect specially for the attenuation of extreme low pressures and
2) the air valve have a complementary effect: it diminishes significantly the intensity of
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high pressures. Realization 2) is somewhat not intuitive, since air valves are regarded as
devices that prevent sub-atmospheric pressures.
The positive effects of the combination of hydropneumatic tanks and air valves
were also highlighted recently by Moghaddas et al. (2017). These researchers presented a
paper in which they applied a genetic algorithm to define the optimum solution for the
number and location of air valves and the size of a hydropneumatic tank to mitigate the
unwanted effects of hydraulic transients due to pump trip. A solution that was 30% better
than the installed set-up was found.
As shown by Ramezani et al. (2015), the combined use of hydropneumatic
tanks and air/vacuum valves allows the application of reduced sizes for such tanks when
compared to a solution that doesn’t use air valves, thus having a large cost reduction,
since air valves are relatively less expensive.
For the second case study water main, with the use of much larger pipe di-
ameters, DN600, Figure 3.16 presents the results of the extreme hydraulic grades for the
pump trip scenario. Though the pipeline profile is identical and the velocity of the flow
is similar, the water hammer produced by the pump trip scenario did not generate very
harmful extreme pressures. Two aspects of the second case study water main that might
have influenced the phenomenon in this direction are: 1) each motor-pump set of the
pumping system have large values of inertia when compared to the previous water main
DN200 and 2) the celerity of propagation of the pressure wave for the water main is much
less than in the previous case study.
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Figure 3.16 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for the second case study water main with pipes DN600
without protection devices.
The application of an air valve at the high point generated the extreme hy-
draulic grades presented in Figure 3.17. It can be observed that the maximum pressure
at the pumping system location diminished from 235 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 to less than 170 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
Another good aspect of the application of the air valve is the decrease of occurrence of
sub-atmospheric pressures. For some points after 3000 𝑚, the use of air valves increased
the maximum hydraulic grades slightly.
Figure 3.17 – Extreme hydraulic grades (HGs) for the second case study water main with pipes DN600
with an air valve at the high point.
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3.7.2.7 Economical criterion for the selection of the best alternative
All the tested alternatives for water hammer mitigation for the first case study
water main resulted into acceptable values of extreme pressures. For this reason, the
following question might arise: considering that all alternatives are sufficiently effective,
which one should be adopted? One of the criteria that should be used to distinguish
between alternatives is for sure the economical criterion.
The annual maintenance cost of a given solution can be considered as a fraction
of the replacement asset value (RAV) of the solution (SONDALINI, 2010). An annual
maintenance cost of 3% of the RAV should be used when correct practices and methods
of maintenance are used. When, in addition to a good maintenance management, there is
correct management of operations, thus alleviating unnecessary wear of devices, this value
can go down to 2%. For the present research, it’s gonna be considered the following values
of annual maintenance costs in relation to RAV: 3% when considering flywheels, 5% for
hydropneumatic bladder tanks and 7% for air valves. In the following four paragraphs,
the solutions for the first case study water main will be analyzed.
For the first alternative, with the use of flywheels with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2, the mass
of each flywheel can be obtained with the use of Equation 3.35. Considering a diameter
𝐷 = 0.5𝑚, the mass of the flywheel will be𝑀 = 32 𝑘𝑔. The initial price of three flywheels,
considering $3.00 per 𝑘𝑔 of steel and doubling this value for eventual locksmith work, is
$576.00. After 10 years, considering maintenance, this value becomes $748.80.
For the second alternative, with the use of flywheels with 𝐼 = 0.3 𝑘𝑔𝑚2, the
necessary mass of each flywheel is𝑀 = 9.58 𝑘𝑔. The cost of an air/vacuum valve (Flomatic
Maxiair) with an outlet of 1" FNPT is $473.00. With these prices, the initial cost of this
solution is $645.8. After 10 years, the total cost will be $1028.74.
For the third alternative, which uses a hydropneumatic bladder tank, consid-
ering the data from the manufacturer “Pressure Hanson Tank Vessels” and reasonable
estimates, the 500 𝐿 hydropneumatic bladder tank has an initial cost of $4000.00. After
10 years, the total cost will be $6000.00.
For the fourth and final alternative, the same bladder tank will be used, with
the addition of an air valve at the high point of the profile. The total cost of this solution
after 10 years will be $6804.10.
It should be remembered that when flywheels are used, there will be an in-
creased consumption of electric energy for the start-up operations. It is also believed that
flywheels decrease the lifespan of motor-pump sets.
For the second case study water main, the applied air valve (Flomatic Maxiair)
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has a nominal diameter of 3" FNPT for the inlet and the outlet. The initial price of this
air valve is $1151.00.
3.7.2.8 Additional criteria for the differentiation of alternatives
With the aforementioned economical analysis, considering the first case study
water main, it is clear that the solution with the use of flywheels with 𝐼 = 1 𝑘𝑔𝑚2 is the
most viable. However, the selection of a protection system must take into account several
other aspects and their respective subtleties.
Hydropneumatic tanks are reliable and widely recommended by specialists.
Notwithstanding, an inconvenient of this option is that the optimal sizing is difficult to
obtain. Several unknowns need to be established: air volume, water volume, inlet and
outlet diameters. Important advances were made in the 1980s with the development of
sizing graphs (GRAZE; HORLACHER, 1989). Stephenson (2002) presented a practical
sizing method. This author recommends, for example, that the outlet diameter of the
tank should not be inferior to 1/4 of the diameter of the main pipeline. A suggestion
for inlet diameter is 1/10 of the diameter of the main pipeline. Forefront developments
regarding the sizing of hydropneumatic tanks are being made with the use of artificial
intelligence by researchers like Izquierdo et al. (2005). One further step that could be taken
for the improvement of the research done by Izquierdo et al. (2005) is the consideration
of different diameter sizes for the inlet and outlet of the hydropneumatic tank. The use
of hydropneumtic bladder tanks could also be investigated.
According to Cantone et al. (2008), many authors do not recommend the use
of flywheels as protection solutions to attenuate hydraulic transients that come from
pump trip situations, specially for water mains longer than 1.5 𝑘𝑚. Cantone et al. (2008),
though, show an example in which, for this type of transient, a long water main, 34 𝑘𝑚, is
successfully protected with the use of flywheels. Generally, authors are prone to advocate
the use of hydropneumatic tanks, like Thorley (1989) for example. This type of device is
safer and have a more predictable behavior when compared to flywheels or air valves.
Another problem that can come from the use of flywheels is the necessity of
more intense electric currents for motor start. This can wear the motor-pump set prema-
turely. It’s also important to mention that there is an increased possibility of breakage of
the motor-pump axis at the location of the flywheel because of the strain added by it. If
this happens, an undesired water hammer will take place.
Considering the application of air valves, their functioning mechanism is still
not well understood by hydraulic engineers. Therefore, air valves should be applied with
special care (MCPHERSON; HAECKLER, 2012; RAMEZANI et al., 2015).
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In addition to all these considerations about some specific devices that can
be used for water hammer mitigation systems, secondary effects of the different solutions
should also be considered.
For a water main that transports drinkable water, the avoidance of water
contamination is essential. Contamination can occur, for example, due to the occurrence
of sub-atmospheric pressures and with the entrance of contaminants through air valves
or non-watertight fittings.
High pressures should also be avoided. This way, water leakage can be mini-
mized. For water distribution systems, for example, water leakage can reach even 40% of
the value of the conveyed water volume. It should be noted that the relationship between
water leakage and pressure is not linear. Water leakage is directly proportional to the
square root of internal pressure when the pipe has small cracks or non-watertight fittings.
Another important aspect to be considered by hydraulic engineers is about the
reliability of the functioning of the selected system. As mentioned, hydropneumatic tanks
are very reliable. Air valves, on the other hand, have relatively low levels of reliability.
During the selection phase, protection devices are tested with computer simu-
lations. Each type of device has a different level of reliability during simulations. This is
a function of the complexity of the device and of the applied software or programming. It
is hard to determine for example the minor losses on the inlet and outlet of a hydropneu-
matic tank for example. It is even more complicated to model the air exchanges through
an air valve.
3.7.2.9 Final considerations about the effects of air valves in conjunction with other protec-
tion devices
With the analysis of the two case study water mains, it was possible to reach
several important conclusions: 1) air valves, when applied in conjunction with other pro-
tection devices, increase greatly the protection performance levels; 2) when an air valve
is the only applied device for water hammer mitigation, the benefits are very limited;
3) economical aspects, though very important during the selection phase of a protection
system, are not sufficient, since many subtleties compose each solution alternative and
aspects like reliability of proper working in the field, reliability of computer simulations
and capacity to avoid low and high pressures should be taken into account.
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4 AIR VALVES
4.1 Introduction to air management in water mains
The presence of air in water mains can be partially diminished with proper air
management strategies. This is important, since air pockets in pipelines are responsible
for a multitude of problems.
4.1.1 Sources of air
Air pockets in water mains are common and have two basic origins: air that
exits the solution with the transported water and external air that enters the pipeline.
The relationship between air solubility and pressure is stated by Henry’s law:
“the amount of gas dissolved in a solution is directly proportional to the pressure of the
gas that is above the solution”. It’s important to keep in mind that the amount of air
that can be dissolved in water increases with pressure increments and decreases with
temperature increments. Considering atmospheric pressure and temperature of 15𝑜𝐶, air
has a solubility of 2% in volume in water.
The release of air from water might occur when pressure drops downstream of
semi-open valves, due to cascade flow in pipes not completely filled, flow velocity variation
due to change in diameter or slope and because of profile changes (AWWA, 2001). Some
additional reasons given by Thomas (2003) apud Aquino (2013) are incrustation on the
inner walls of the pipe and turbulence due to the presence of curves and valves. Additional
sources of air are biological activity and turbulence in shafts (ESCARAMEIA, 2005).
Some locations prone to sub-atmospheric pressures are: the vortex at the pump
suction, pump glands and points of the profile above the hydraulic grade. Air will enter
at such locations when leaky joints are present (AWWA, 2001). According to Azevedo
Netto (1971), air might also enter through a suction well or reservoirs outlets when there
is intense agitation or the water level is low.
Pipe segments functioning as siphons should be avoided, since such regions are
always experiencing sub-atmospheric pressures and, thus, are easy places for air entrance
through leaky joints.
When there are sub-atmospheric pressures caused by column separation, pipeline
draining, pump failure or pipeline breakage, air might enter into the system through an
air valve (AWWA, 2001).
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4.1.2 Air pockets
Air pockets in water mains decrease operational efficiency, since they reduce
the useful cross sections of pipes and increase head losses. Entrapped air can potentially
generate head losses superior to those caused by friction. According to Thomas (2003)
apud Aquino (2013), only 75% of the energy used in an adduction system is to actually
transport the fluid. The presence of air pockets can reduce adduction efficiency up to 30%,
with most systems experiencing a flow reduction that ranges from 15% to 20% because
of entrapped air. Additionally, air pockets can increase in 20% the energy consumption
of pumps. The efficiency of pumps is also diminished greatly if the water has a high level
of dissolved air (FARREL, 1981 apud AQUINO, 2013).
For pipelines with pipes composed of ferrous materials, corrosion is facilitated
when the transported water has high levels of dissolved air. However, a positive conse-
quence of dissolved air is the reduction of the celerity of propagation of pressure waves
(Equation 3.11) and, thus, the consequent alleviation of extreme pressures of hydraulic
transients.
There is evidence that entrapped air can alleviate the intensity of positive
extreme pressures generated by hydraulic transients during the filling of pipelines (ZHOU
et al., 2002). Zhou et al. (2011) show that, for a pipeline with an orifice and an air pocket at
the downstream end, during the filling procedure, the intensity of the maximum transient
pressure increases initially with the decrease of the size of the air pocket until a maximum
value is reached. From this value, the maximum pressure starts to decrease with the further
reduction of the size of the air pocket. Initial void fractions ranged from 0 to 10%.
Eventually, an air pocket can occupy the whole section of a pipe, leading to the
separation of water columns. This situation can lead to devastating consequences for the
water main according to Bergant et al. (2006). These researchers describe the beginning of
the study of liquid columns separation. The earliest scientists to record sub-atmospheric
pressures due to water hammer scenarios were Carpenter and Barraclough in 1894. The
first scientist to understand the phenomenon of liquid columns separation was Joukowsky
in 1900.
The separation of water columns generally occurs at typical locations such as
dead ends, high points and pipe slope changes. When there are air valves at these locations
for air admission and sub-atmospheric pressures occur, water columns will be separated
by large air pockets. When air valves are not present and internal pressures become lower
than water’s vapor pressure, if the pipe is not susceptible to collapse, then, a transient
macro-cavitation and, consequently, the separation of water columns will occur.
The atmospheric pressure is a function of the local altitude according to Equa-
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tion 4.1 (PORTO, 2006). In this equation, the atmospheric pressure 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 is in 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 and
ℎ is the local altitude in 𝑚.
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 13.6
(760− 0.081ℎ)
1000 (4.1)
Cavitation usually occurs when the liquid, maintained at constant tempera-
ture, is subjected to the vapor pressure or very low pressures, by static or dynamic causes.
While the local pressure remains at the vapor pressure value or lower, the cavity, if it has
already reached a critical diameter, continues to grow rapidly. On the other hand, a vapor
bubble becomes unstable and collapses if the pressure in its surroundings surpasses the
vapor pressure (TULLIS, 1989).
Table 4.1 shows the relationship between temperature and vapor pressure for
water.
Table 4.1 – Water vapor pressure 𝑣𝑝.
𝑇 (𝑜𝐶) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
𝑣𝑝 (𝑚𝐻2𝑂) 0.09 0.13 0.17 0.24 0.32 0.43 0.57
Water mains can have their flows totally blocked by air pockets. Examples of
this undesirable phenomenon can be observed in Figure 4.1. As shown in Figure 4.1, air
pockets usually accumulate at high points and right downstream of them.
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Figure 4.1 – Blocking of water flow in two types of water mains: a) gravity water main and b) water main
with a pumping system, adapted from Koelle (2000).
4.1.3 Air-water flow
For the biphasic flow of water and air in pipelines, the liquid and gas phases are
distributed according to characteristic interfaces. The types of interfaces depend on the
following parameters: flow, pressure, temperature, pipe size, slope, cross section, density
and viscosity of water and air.
For biphasic flow in horizontal pipes, the following flow patterns are obtained
according to Falvey (1980):
∙ Bubble: The gaseous phase is in the form of discrete bubbles that tend to be at the
top of the pipe.
∙ Plug: At speeds above those of the Bubble case, there are elongated bubbles, which
also tend to flow at the top of the pipe.
∙ Stratified: Full separation of the liquid and gaseous phases.
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∙ Wave: Velocity greater than in the Stratified case, with formation of waves at the
interface that separates liquid and gas, forming a wavy regime.
∙ Slug: Velocity of gas greater than in the Wave case, where the waves might even
occupy the entire cross section of the pipe. In this scenario, the liquid phase carries
small bubbles.
∙ Annular : The liquid flows on the interface of the pipe and the gas flows in the center
of the pipe. The thickness of the water film decreases as you move towards the top
of the pipe.
∙ Spray: The droplets formed by the liquid are dispersed in the gas and travel at the
same superficial velocity of the gas.
Figure 4.2 – Biphasic flow patterns for horizontal pipes (ESCARAMEIA, 2005).
For biphasic upwards flow in vertical pipes, the following flow patterns are
obtained according to Falvey (1980):
∙ Bubbles: For low superficial air velocities, bubbles exist dispersed in the continuous
liquid phase.
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∙ Plug: With the increase of air flow, bubbles become larger, approximately half of
the pipe diameter.
∙ Slug: For air velocities greater than in the previous case, bubbles of a cross section
dimension similar to the size of the pipe are formed. They have a length many times
greater the pipe diameter.
∙ Churn: Air velocities greater than in the previous case and a turbulent flow of air
and water.
∙ Annular: Liquid flows on internal pipe walls with dispersed bubbles and gas flows
in the center with dispersed droplets.
∙ Spray: The droplets formed by the liquid are dispersed in the gas and travel at the
same superficial velocity of the gas.
Figure 4.3 – Biphasic flow patterns for vertical pipes (ESCARAMEIA, 2005).
Biphasic flow for inclined pipes follows the same patterns of vertical flow,
without the occurrence of the Churn pattern.
4.1.4 Air removal
There are basically two ways to expel air pockets from water mains: 1) with
the use of a mechanical process, i.e., air valves and 2) when water pushes air pockets
downstream. Additionally, it is also possible to use “pig” devices to get rid of air pockets.
These devices, when inserted into the conduit, are carried by the flow, pushing air pockets
downstream.
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4.1.4.1 Hydraulic air removal
Air bubbles tend to float and move upwards. As a consequence, if the slope
of a pipe is positive, then the hydraulic transport of air will be facilitated. On the other
hand, if the slope of a pipe is negative, the hydraulic transport will be limited. Many
researchers have studied the necessary conditions for hydraulic transport of air pockets
in pipe segments with negative slopes.
The critical velocity 𝑉𝑐 to move an air bubble downstream in a descending wa-
ter main segment is proportional to
√
𝑔𝐷 when the effects of surface tension are negligible
and considering a specific value of pipe slope characterized by an angle 𝜃 (ESCARAMEIA,
2005).
A hydraulic jump is generally formed when an air pocket in an inclined pipe
is being removed by hydraulic means. This doesn’t necessarily happen, though, when
the pipe is almost horizontal. The flow in the pipe occupies the full section, despite the
occurrence of air bubbles, downstream of the hydraulic jump. For small flow rates, air
removal is controlled by the flow downstream of the hydraulic jump. For intense flows,
air removal is controlled by the capacity of the hydraulic jump to admit air. For a given
pipe diameter and slope, there is a flow value for which the air removal capacity of the
hydraulic jump is equal to the carrying capacity of the flow downstream of the hydraulic
jump (KALINSKE; BLISS, 1943 apud AQUINO, 2013).
An initial formulation for the critical velocity 𝑉𝑐 is presented by Equation 4.2
for absolute downward slopes equal or greater than 5% (KALINSKE; BLISS, 1943 apud
ESCARAMEIA, 2005). In this equation, 𝑔 is gravity’s acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2, 𝐷 is the pipe
diameter in 𝑚 and 𝜃 refers to the slope of the pipe.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 1.509
√︁
𝑡𝑔(𝜃) (4.2)
Kent (1952) apud Escarameia (2005) performed experiments to study air bub-
ble movement in descending pipe segments. The pipe used by this researcher had internal
diameters of approximately 100 𝑚𝑚 and negative slopes ranging from 15𝑜 to 60𝑜. This
author concluded that the minimum velocity to move an air pocket was not dependent
on its size. The critical velocity 𝑉𝑐, according to this author, is given by Equation 4.3.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
=
√︁
1.53𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) (4.3)
According to Wisner et al. (1975), considering previous data and data from
their own research, the critical velocity can be determined by Equation 4.4.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 0.25
√︁
𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) + 0.825 (4.4)
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The author Mosvell (1976) used data from Kent (1952) to develop Equation
4.5.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 0.55 + 0.5
√︁
𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) (4.5)
According to the manufacturer ARI, assisted by professor S. J. van Vuuren
from the University of Pretoria in South Africa, 𝑉𝑐 is determined by Equation 4.6 (ES-
CARAMEIA, 2005).
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 0.40 + 0.25
√︁
𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) (4.6)
According to Koelle (2000), a safe criterion for design is the use of Equation
4.7.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 3
√︁
𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃)− 2.1𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃) (4.7)
Corcos (2003) presents Equation 4.8 for the determination of 𝑉𝑐 for horizontal
pipes.
𝑉𝑐√
𝑔𝐷
= 0.638 (4.8)
According to VAG-Armaturen (2004), in horizontal sections of pipes, air pock-
ets are carried downstream by water if the flow velocity is equal or bigger than 0.3 𝑚/𝑠.
Escarameia (2005) reunited information from multiple authors regarding the
critical velocity for hydraulic removal of air and created a graph of 𝑉𝑐/
√
𝑔𝐷 versus 𝑠𝑒𝑛(𝜃).
An adaptation of this graph is presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 – Critical velocity for hydraulic transportation of air, adapted from Escarameia (2005).
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4.1.5 Removal of air by an orifice at the downstream end of a pipeline during
filling
Many authors have studied the phenomenon of pipeline filling. A recurrent
type of experiment conducted by these researchers is the filling of a pipeline with an
orifice at the downstream dead end. Generally, the hydraulic transient that comes from
the collision of the water column with the dead end is analyzed. This condition is similar
to the expulsion of air from an air valve during water hammer phenomena.
The overpressure caused by pipeline filling increases with 𝑑/𝐷 increments until
𝑑/𝐷 = 0.14 (𝑑 is the orifice diameter and 𝐷 is the diameter of the pipe). From 0.14, the
overpressure decreases with 𝑑/𝐷 increments until no overpressure occurs when 𝑑/𝐷 = 1
(MARTIN; LEE, 2000). For Zhou et al. (2002), though, the maximum transient pressure
happens when 𝑑/𝐷 = 0.20.
In the experiments performed by Zhou et al. (2002) regarding pipeline filling,
a galvanized steel pipe 10 𝑚 long and with a diameter of 3.5 𝑐𝑚 was used. Three pressure
variation patterns were discovered:
∙ Negligible water hammer effect: This effect happens when there is no orifice at the
downstream end or the orifice is very small. The air pocket has an absorption effect
in relation to the moving liquid column, preventing its impact with the dead end.
Notwithstanding, over-pressures several times larger than the filling pressure can
happen. The pressure pattern is regular, with long period. For this type of behavior,
0 ≤ 𝑑/𝐷 < 0.086.
∙ Mitigated water hammer effect: When the orifice has a medium size, two transient
phases occur. In the first phase, there is a regular pressure wave of long period
before the collision of the water column with the orifice. After the collision, an
irregular pressure wave with a short period takes place. For this type of behavior,
0.086 < 𝑑/𝐷 < 0.200.
∙ Water hammer dominated: For large orifices, pressure waves because of the water
hammer are predominant, with no dampening effect due to the air pocket. Over-
pressures up to 14 times the upstream pressure have been observed. For this type
of behavior, 0.171− 0.257 < 𝑑/𝐷.
Martino et al. (2008) also performed an experiment in which a pipe with an
orifice at its downstream end was filled. The experiments were conducted for 0.023 ≤
𝑑/𝐷 ≤ 0.042. They concluded that the pressure begins to grow before the water column
reaches the orifice. After the peak pressure, when the liquid column reaches the orifice,
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negative pressure occurs and air enters the pipe. Pressure variation happens with two
different phases: 1) pressure oscillation with low frequency during air expulsion and 2)
abrupt pressure rise because of the collision of the liquid column with the orifice. These
researchers obtained, with satisfactory experimental evidence, Equations 4.9 and 4.10.
𝑇 = 𝑍0
𝐶𝑎
√︁
2𝑔𝐻*0 𝑛𝑛−1
𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑎
[(𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)2/𝑛 − (𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)(𝑛+1)/𝑛]
(𝐷
𝑑
)2 (4.9)
Δ𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑎
𝑔
𝐶𝑎
√︃
2𝑔𝐻*0
𝑛
𝑛− 1
𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑎
[(𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)2/𝑛 − (𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)(𝑛+1)/𝑛](𝐷
𝑑
)2 (4.10)
In Equations 4.9 and 4.10, 𝑇 is the period of the first phase of the transient
(air expulsion) in 𝑠; 𝑍0 is the length of the initial air pocket in 𝑚; 𝐶𝑎 is the discharge
coefficient of the orifice; 𝑔 is gravity’s acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2; 𝐻*0 is the absolute pressure
upstream in 𝑚; 𝑛 is the exponent of the polytropic equation; 𝜌𝑤 is water’s density in
𝑘𝑔/𝑚3; 𝜌𝑎 is air’s density in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3; 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 is the atmospheric pressure in 𝑃𝑎; 𝑃𝑖 is the
internal pressure in 𝑃𝑎; 𝐷 is the pipe diameter in 𝑚; 𝑑 is the diameter of the orifice in
the dead end in 𝑚; Δ𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the peak pressure in 𝑚; and 𝑎 is the celerity of propagation
of the pressure wave in 𝑚/𝑠.
Zhou et al. (2013) investigated the effects of two air pockets during the filling
of a pipeline with an orifice at the downstream end. This study was important because the
occurrence of multiple air pockets is common for pipelines with irregular profiles. It was
concluded that, if there are two air pockets of quite different lengths, then, the maximum
pressure always occurs in the smaller pocket. When both air pockets have similar lengths,
the most dangerous situation takes place because the maximum pressure may happen
alternately in both air pockets.
4.2 Types of air valves
Considering that the hydraulic removal of air is not well understood and that
it is not possible to rely on this type of solution for the totality of air removal operations,
the use of air valves is indispensable. This type of device is very useful and can bring
higher security and energy efficient operations to water mains. Air valves, though, still
have lots of uncertainties associated with their use and, therefore, hydraulic engineers
need to apply them with special care and with knowledge of their limitations.
Air valves are applied in hydraulic systems for air expulsion or admission. As
mentioned by Ramezani et al. (2015), the three main types of air valves are: air-release
valves, air/vacuum valves and combination air valves.
Air-release valves (ARVs) are also referred to as automatic or high pressure air
valves, since they automatically expel small air pockets that accumulate at high points
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of the profile during normal operation. According to Ramezani et al. (2015), the orifice
diameters of air-release valves range from 1 𝑚𝑚 to 5 𝑚𝑚. The M51 manual, though,
describes a range that goes from 1.6 𝑚𝑚 to 25 𝑚𝑚 (AWWA, 2001).
Also according to this manual, inlet diameters of air release valves range from
13 𝑚𝑚 to 150 𝑚𝑚. Small connection diameters are appropriate for air-release valves
installed at locations subject to high pressures.
During the selection phase of an air-release valve, some aspects should be
considered with special care: characteristics of the floater, internal lever system, outlet
orifice diameter, performance curve and working pressure.
Air/vacuum valves (AVVs) are also referred to as kinetic or low pressure air
valves, since they operate when the pipeline is not pressurized, admitting or expelling large
quantities of air. According to Ramezani et al. (2015), the orifice diameters of air/vacuum
valves range from 50 𝑚𝑚 to 200 𝑚𝑚. The M51 manual states that air/vacuum valves
have orifices with diameters that range from 13 𝑚𝑚 to 500 𝑚𝑚. Usually, the diameter of
the outlet orifice is equal to the inlet diameter.
Some design conceptions of air/vacuum valves expose the floater directly to
the air flow during expulsion. This situation can cause the kinetic closure of the device
due to the Venturi effect near the exit region. In order to avoid this, a protection cradle
that partially involves the floater can be used. This way, the contact between the floater
and the air flow will be restricted and the Venturi effect will be diminished.
Combination air valves (CAVs) gather the functions of the two aforementioned
air valves. A common design conception consists of two floaters: the large floater acts on
the air/vacuum valve function and the small floater acts on the air-release valve function.
These air valves act in three situations: expulsion of air during pipeline filling, admission
of air during pipeline drainage and expulsion of small amounts of air during normal
operation.
Single-body combination air valves, when compared to dual-body ones, are
more economical, more compact, less prone to freezing and more tamper resistant. The
nominal diameter of single-body combination air valves, though, is limited to 200 𝑚𝑚
(AWWA, 2001).
Figure 4.5 presents the three main types of air valves considering traditional
design conceptions.
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Figure 4.5 – Air valves with traditional design conceptions: a) air-release, b) air-vacuum, c) combination
with single-body and d) combination with dual-body, adapted from AWWA (2001).
4.2.1 Air-release valves
Air-release valves are designed to operate under high pressure conditions. For
this reason, ARVs expel air with sonic velocity. This type of flow usually causes intense
noise that might be excruciating for nearby water main maintenance staff for example.
ARVs, though, are very important for air management in water mains. The expulsion of
accumulated air at high points during operation is energetically beneficial to the system.
Figure 4.6 shows examples of design conceptions of air-release valves from
various manufacturers. ARV f), for example, is used for sewage applications. The long
body avoids the contact between water solids and the mechanism of the valve. ARVs
usually have levers to compose their mechanisms. ARVs for relatively low pressures usually
have simple levers. ARV g), for example, is used for high pressure conditions and, thus,
has a mechanism with multiple levers.
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Figure 4.6 – Examples of air-release valves from various manufacturers.
4.2.2 Air/vacuum valves
Figure 4.7 shows examples of design conceptions of air/vacuum valves from
various manufacturers. AVVs a), b) and c) have floaters exposed to the air flow during
expulsion. This is not desirable, since it increases the risk of kinetic closure. AVVs f) and
h) have floaters with elongated shapes and involved with a cradle that avoids intense
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contact between the floater and air flow during expulsion.
AVV b) has an anti-tamper cover with a grid for additional protection. Some-
times, manufacturers offer AVVs with FNPT outlets. Such outlets permit the connection
of ventilation pipes when the air valve is installed inside a chamber underground. FNPT
outlets can also be useful for the installation of anti-surge devices.
Figure 4.7 – Examples of air/vacuum valves from various manufacturers.
4.2.3 Combination air valves
Figure 4.8 shows examples of design conceptions of combination air valves
from various manufacturers. CAVs a), b), c), d) and f) have two floaters. The big floater
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is responsible for the AVV function and the small floater is responsible for the ARV
function. CAVs e), g) and h), though, have a single floater.
CAVs g) and h), regarding the sealing mechanism, have spherical shutters that
have a good sealing performance. During normal operation of the water main, a small
orifice that is in the guide pin is used for air expulsion of small quantities of air. The
float is inside a basket and, therefore, protected from the direct contact with air during
outflow.
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Figure 4.8 – Examples of combination air valves from various manufacturers.
4.2.4 Vacuum breaker valves
Figure 4.9 shows examples of design conceptions of vacuum breakers from
various manufacturers. Vacuum breakers are large air valves that only permit admission
of air for vacuum protection. Since there is a limitation of air inflow due to the sonic
limit, large diameters might be necessary. Usually, this type of device can be coupled with
ARVs. All design conceptions make use of a spring.
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The standard C512 by AWWA recommends the use of vacuum breaker valves
coupled with air-release or combination valves in situations where water column separation
might occur (AWWA, 2008). This type of device is shown in Figure 4.9 a), b), c) and d).
Figure 4.9 – Examples of vacuum breakers designs from various manufacturers.
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4.3 Air valves location
The M51 manual from AWWA (2001) indicates the locations where air valves
should be installed for quasi-static conditions:
∙ Combination air valves should be installed at all high points of the profile.
∙ Combination air valves should be installed at points where there is an increase of
the absolute value of the negative slope in a downward segment. CAVs will avoid
vacuum formation and the separation of liquid columns.
∙ When there is a decrease of the upward slope, an air/vacuum valve or a combination
air valve should be installed.
∙ During drainage, the action of an air/vacuum valve or combination air valve might
be essential to avoid hazardous sub-pressures.
∙ For long descents, air-release valves should be installed. The spacing between valves
can range from 400 𝑚 to 800 𝑚.
∙ For long ascents, air/vacuum valves or combination air valves should be installed.
The spacing between valves can range from 400 𝑚 to 800 𝑚.
∙ For long horizontal segments, it’s necessary to use combination air valves at the
extremities and air-release valves or combination air valves at the intermediary
region. The intermediate air valves should be spaced with distances that range from
400 𝑚 to 800 𝑚.
∙ Upstream of Venturi flow meters, it’s necessary to install air-release valves.
∙ At the highest point of a siphon, an air-release valve, or an air/vacuum valve with
a check valve, should be installed.
∙ At the discharge region of deep wells or vertical pumps, air/vacuum valves should
be installed.
Azevedo Netto (1971) proposes the following additional recommendations:
∙ Application of air valves upstream and downstream of stop valves.
∙ Application of air valves upstream of diameter reductions.
Aquino (2013) recommends that an air/vacuum valve should always be in-
stalled downstream of a pump and its check valve. This way, air will be admitted during
the turning off of the pump and air will be expelled when the pump is turned on.
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4.4 Air valves sizing
4.4.1 Methodology described by the M51 manual of AWWA
4.4.1.1 Sizing of air-release valves
The method indicated by the M51 manual for the sizing of air-release valves
is described as follows:
∙ Definition of the pipeline water flow.
∙ This flow is multiplied by 0.02. Thus, it is assumed that the air flow that the air valve
should be able to expel is equal to the amount of dissolved air flowing through the
pipeline in the condition of 60𝑜 𝐹 and 0 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑔. This condition might seam exaggerated,
apparently leading to an oversizing of ARVs (MCPHERSON; HAECKLER, 2012).
It’s is known, though, that, for high pressures, common in water mains, air solubility
is much greater than for the 0 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑔 condition.
∙ Determination of the maximum pressure that will occur at the air valve location
during normal operation. It should be added that the extreme pressures originated
from hydraulic transients need to be also considered.
∙ Determination of an air valve that has the necessary flow capacity and withstands
the operational maximum pressure. Table 4.2 shows the capacities of air-release
valves for various orifices and operational pressures.
Table 4.2 – Air expulsion capacity in 𝐿/𝑠 for air-release valves considering various orifice diameters and
internal pressures 𝑃𝑖. 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 0.7 (AWWA, 2001).
Orifice diameter (𝑖𝑛)
1/16 3/32 1/8 3/16 1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16 1/2 1
𝑃𝑖 (𝑝𝑠𝑖)
25 0.8 1.7 3.0 6.7 11.9 18.6 26.8 36.4 47.2 188.8
50 1.2 2.7 4.9 10.9 19.3 30.2 43.6 59.5 77.4 309.6
75 1.7 3.8 6.7 15.1 26.9 42.0 60.4 82.1 107.6 429.4
100 2.1 4.8 8.6 19.3 34.4 53.8 77.4 105.2 137.3 547.4
125 2.6 5.9 10.5 23.5 41.8 65.1 93.9 127.9 167.1 670.1
150 3.1 6.9 12.3 27.7 49.1 76.9 110.9 151.0 197.3 759.8
175 3.5 8.0 14.2 31.9 56.6 88.7 127.9 174.1 227.0 906.0
200 4.0 9.1 16.1 36.1 64.2 100.5 142.0 196.8 257.2 1028.7
225 4.5 10.1 17.9 40.3 71.7 112.3 161.4 219.9 286.9 1146.7
250 5.0 11.1 19.8 44.6 79.3 123.6 178.4 242.6 317.1 1269.4
275 5.4 12.2 21.7 48.6 86.8 135.4 195.4 265.7 346.8 1387.4
300 5.9 13.3 23.5 52.9 94.4 147.2 211.9 288.3 377.0 1510.1
4.4.1.2 Sizing of air/vacuum valves for pipeline filling
Air/vacuum valve sizing for the filling condition, according to the M51 manual,
is done considering that the air should be expelled with the same volumetric flow rate 𝑞
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with which the line is filled with water. It is recommended a maximum filling velocity of
0.3 𝑚/𝑠.
This limit of 3 𝑚/𝑠 for the filling velocity, though, might be problematic. Lets
consider a water main with a total length of 20 𝑘𝑚. As a consequence of the recommended
maximum filling velocity, it would take 18.5 ℎ to fill the whole pipeline from one of its
extremities. For some applications the duration of 18 ℎ might be excessive.
The manual considers that air valves expel air under a differential pressure Δ𝑃
of about 13.8 𝐾𝑃𝑎 (2 𝑝𝑠𝑖) or 34.5 𝐾𝑃𝑎 (5 𝑝𝑠𝑖) if the air valve has an anti-slam system.
This consideration is consistent with the common practice among manufacturers of pro-
viding performance graphs for air valves frequently considering the value of Δ𝑃 = 5 𝑝𝑠𝑖
as an upper limit. However, this condition can be disputed, since it considers differential
pressures much bellow the sonic limit and, therefore, there is no use of an important
portion of the expulsion capacity of air valves.
The required flow 𝑄 in 𝑠𝑐𝑓𝑚 is given by Equation 4.11, considering a temper-
ature of 15𝑜 𝐶, water main at sea level and 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 0.7. In this Equation Δ𝑃 is given in
𝑝𝑠𝑖 and 𝑞 is given in 𝑔𝑝𝑚.
𝑄 = 0.134𝑞 (Δ𝑃 + 14.7)14.7 (4.11)
Table 4.3 shows expulsion capacities in 𝐿/𝑠 for the selection of air/vacuum
valves.
Table 4.3 – Expulsion capacity in 𝐿/𝑠 for air/vacuum valves considering 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 0.7 (AWWA, 2001).
Orifice diameter (𝑖𝑛)
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Δ𝑃 (𝑝𝑠𝑖)
1.0 37.3 149.6 336.0 599.3 1344.9 2392.5 3732.7 5379.7 7314.5 9532.4
1.5 45.8 182.6 410.6 731.4 1642.2 2921.1 4563.3 6606.6 8918.9 11655.9
2.0 52.4 210.0 471.9 840.0 1892.3 3359.9 5238.1 7550.4 10287.4 13449.2
2.5 58.5 234.5 528.5 939.1 2109.4 3751.6 5851.6 8447.0 11467.2 15006.4
3.0 64.2 256.2 575.7 1024.0 2307.6 4100.8 6417.8 9202.1 12552.5 16374.9
3.5 68.9 276.1 622.9 1104.2 2486.9 4421.7 6889.7 9957.1 13543.5 17696.3
4.0 73.6 294.9 665.4 1179.8 2652.1 4719.0 7361.6 10617.8 14440.1 18876.0
4.5 77.9 312.4 703.1 1250.5 2812.5 5002.1 7786.4 11231.2 15289.6 19961.4
5.0 82.1 328.9 740.9 1316.6 2958.8 5238.1 8211.1 11844.7 16091.8 21046.7
4.4.1.3 Air valves sizing to avoid sub-atmospheric conditions
Air valve sizing for the drainage condition should consider a maximum water
velocity of 0.3 𝑚/𝑠 to 0.6 𝑚/𝑠 to avoid hydraulic transients resulting from extreme under-
pressures. The air valve that is adjacent to the draining point or rupture location must
be sized to allow an inflow that is equal to the water outflow.
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Air valve sizing for the gravity-driven flow condition, according to the M51
manual, must be carried out in order to simulate power outage or breakage of the pipeline.
This sizing is especially important for large diameter pipelines that are prone to collapse.
If the resulting air valves have orifice diameters that go beyond market availability, it is
necessary to install groups of air valves that are connected together and have the necessary
capacity. A high capacity vacuum breaker coupled to an air release valve, like the ones in
Figure 4.9 a), b), c) and d), can also be used.
The first step for the sizing of the air valve orifice for the gravity-driven flow
condition is the determination of the maximum negative pressure that the pipeline can
withstand using an appropriate safety factor.
For steel pipes with low stiffness, large diameters and not buried (submerged
or above ground), to determine the collapse pressure, Equation 4.12 can be used in which
𝑃𝐶 is the collapse pressure in 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 𝑒 is the wall thickness in 𝑚 and 𝑑 is the mean pipe
diameter in 𝑚. Equation 4.13 shows how to calculate the mean diameter. The quantity
𝑑𝑖 is the internal diameter in 𝑚.
𝑃𝐶 = 455, 054, 160(
𝑒
𝑑
)3 (4.12)
𝑑 = 𝑑𝑖 + 𝑒 (4.13)
The differential pressure to be considered is obtained by Equation 4.14 in which
𝑆𝐹 is the safety factor that varies from 3.0 to 4.0. A pressure differential of 34 𝑘𝑃𝑎 can
be used when the pipe is not susceptible to collapse.
Δ𝑃 = 𝑃𝐶
𝑆𝐹
(4.14)
After obtaining the maximum negative pressure, it should be determined the
water flow at the point of the air valve due to gravity. For the situations in which there
is a decrease in slope for an ascending segment, or in the case where there is an increase
of slope in a descending segment, it is necessary to calculate the flows for the segment
above and below the air valve and subtract the minor value from the greater one. The
value found is the required air flow. Water flow in a pipe is a function of the slope and
the geometry of the pipe as given by the Equation 4.15.
𝑄 = 0.0472𝐶
√︁
𝐼𝐷5𝑖 (4.15)
In Equation 4.15, 𝑄 is the flow in 𝑠𝑐𝑓𝑚, 𝐼 is the pipe slope in 𝑚/𝑚, 𝐷𝑖 is the
internal diameter in 𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶 is the Chézy coefficient (𝐶 = 110 for iron, 𝐶 = 120 for
concrete, 𝐶 = 130 for steel and 𝐶 = 190 for PVC).
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With the values of collapse pressure (considering the safety factor) and flow,
it’s necessary to refer to Figure 4.10 to choose the appropriate air/vacuum valve.
Figure 4.10 – Air/vacuum valve air flow for sizing under gravity conditions (AWWA, 2001).
4.4.1.4 Additional methodologies for air valves sizing
For rigid lines, there are relationships between the pipe diameter and the nom-
inal sizes of air valves. This is shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 – Diameter in 𝑚𝑚 of the air valve orifice as a function of the diameter of the pipe for rigid
lines (AZEVEDO NETTO, 1971).
Pipe diameter Frenchexperience
English
experience
Companhia
Barbará
150 60 50 50
200 60 50 50
250 60 75 100
300 60 75 100
400 100 100 100
500 100 100 100
600 100 150 150
700 250 150 150
800 250 200 150
900 250 200 150
1000 250 250 200 or 2x150
1200 250 250 200 or 2x150
According to Azevedo Netto (1971), the sizing of air valves for air admission
can be done using Equations 4.16 and 4.17 by Parmakian. They were developed for an
altitude of 300 𝑚, temperature of 24𝑜 𝐶, adiabatic transformation and for 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝑃𝑖 ≤
0.5𝑃𝐶 .
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For 𝑃𝑖 > 0.53𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚, Equation 4.16 is valid.
𝑑
𝐷
= 1.9910−2
√︃
3.28Δ𝑉
𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚
[1− ( 𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
)0.288]−0.25 (4.16)
For 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 0.53𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 , Equation 4.17 is valid.
𝑑
𝐷
= 3.9110−2
√︃
3.28Δ𝑉
𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚
( 𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
)0.356 (4.17)
In Equations 4.16 and 4.17, 𝑑 is the diameter of the orifice in 𝑚, 𝐷 is the
diameter of the pipe in 𝑚, Δ𝑉 is the velocity variation in 𝑚/𝑠, 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚 is the air admission
coefficient, 𝑃𝑖 is the internal pipe pressure in 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 and 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 is the external atmospheric
pressure in 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
Another method mentioned by Azevedo Netto (1971), which can also be used
for the sizing of air valves in the case of air admission and steel pipes, is the practical
formula of Sweeten, Equation 4.18.
𝑑 = 39.37𝐷
2𝑆0.25
8290𝑒0.75 (4.18)
In Equation 4.18, 𝑑 is the diameter of the orifice in 𝑚, 𝑆 is the slope between
the point where the air valve is installed and the point where the water discharge occurs,
𝑒 is the wall thickness in 𝑚 and 𝐷 is the pipe diameter in 𝑚.
Equation 4.19 can also be applied for sizing an air valve considering the ad-
mission condition.
𝑑2 = 0.0176 𝑄√
ℎ
(4.19)
In Equation 4.19, 𝑑 is the orifice diameter in 𝑚, 𝑄 is the air flow in 𝑚3/𝑠
which should be equal to the flow differential between upstream and downstream pipe
segments and ℎ is the differential pressure in 𝑚𝐻2𝑂. The differential pressure is limited
to 4.86 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
Koelle (2000) presents a practical formula for estimating the orifice diameter
based on the pipe diameter as indicated in Equation 4.20.
𝑑 = 𝐷10 − 12 (4.20)
4.5 Recommendations about air valves
4.5.1 General recommendations
An important aspect of the dynamic behavior of air valves is the possibility of
the kinetic closure during air expulsion. Kinetic closure happens because of the Venturi
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effect in the throttled section between the floater and the outlet orifice. This phenomenon
is characterized by the closure of the air valve before all internal air is expelled. Koelle
(2000) stresses the importance of demanding from manufacturers information about the
maximum velocity before kinetic closure. Manufacturers frequently present in their cat-
alogs statements asserting that their air valves have a good performance in this regard.
ARI, for air/vacuum valve D-050, states that “high velocity air will not blow the float
shut”. DeZURIK, for air/vacuum valve Series 150, states that “the baffle will be designed
to protect the float from direct contact of the rushing air and water to prevent the float
from closing prematurely”.
It is common practice amongst manufacturers to present compliance certifi-
cates of their air valves granted by internationally recognized institutions or laboratories.
Manufacturer VAG, for example, presents certificates from DVGW (Deutscher Verein des
Gas und Wasserfaches). The presentation, by a manufacturer, of certificates of compliance
is a positive indicator of product quality. This aspect should be taken into account during
the selection process of an air valve.
Regarding the materials for the construction of internal components of air
valves, with the exception of sealing elements, it is recommended the use of stainless
steel. The body is usually constructed with ductile iron with external protective painting
or polymeric cover.
The sealing elements are usually made of EPDM, Buna-N or Viton. VAG,
ERHARD and AVK use EPDM. DeZURIK, Crispin, FLOMATIC and GA use Buna-
N. Cla-Val uses Buna-N or Viton. All these materials can be safely applied for water
distribution purposes. For pipelines that convey hydrocarbons, though, EPDM is not
indicated.
For the purpose of testing an air valve before putting it in operation, Koelle
(2000) indicates some experimental parameters. In order to obtain hydraulic characteris-
tics and to test for air expulsion, internal pressures of 0.3 𝑏𝑎𝑟 and 1.6 𝑏𝑎𝑟 should be used,
respectively. For the expulsion of accumulated air during operation, it’s recommended to
evaluate the behavior of the air valve for a pressure 50% greater than its pressure class.
4.5.2 Recommendations from the M51 manual
According to the M51 manual, for all types of air valves, it should be checked
the size of the NPT (National Pipe Thread) connection (AWWA, 2001). Additionally, the
latest edition of the standard C512 of AWWA must be followed.
Some of the specific criteria established by the M51 manual for the selection
of air-release valves are presented as follows:
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∙ The floater lever mechanism must be of sufficient capacity to allow the weight of
the floater to move the seal away from the orifice.
∙ The maximum working pressure of the air valve must be higher than the maximum
pressure expected for its installation point.
∙ The diameter of the pipe that connects the air valve to the pipeline should be as
large as possible to facilitate air/water circulation through it.
∙ It is indicated to choose orifices or connections with diameters larger than those
obtained in the sizing specified by the M51 manual.
Some of the specific criteria established by the M51 manual for the selection
of air/vacuum valves are presented as follows:
∙ Selection of an air valve that is sufficient to expel air during filling and admit air
during drainage.
∙ Selection of an air valve that withstands the maximum working pressure.
∙ To avoid column separation, an over-sized air/vacuum valve should not be used.
∙ Devices to avoid abrupt closing are desirable.
Regarding the first recommendation of the M51 manual presented here for the
selection of air/vacuum valves, an observation is important. Eventually, the necessary
orifice diameter of the air/vacuum valve for the drainage scenario will be bigger than the
orifice diameter for the filling scenario. In this case, the air/vacuum valve will more likely
cause undesirable secondary hydraulic transients because of the rapid expulsion of air
after previous air admission by the air/vacuum valve to avoid internal sub-atmospheric
pressures.
Regarding installation procedures, the M51 manual gives the following recom-
mendations:
∙ During installation, visual inspection should be carried out, removing foreign ma-
terials and packaging. It should also be checked whether or not the valve being
installed is actually the desired one.
∙ The pipe connecting the pipeline to the air valve must have an upward slope towards
the valve. In addition, the air valve must be installed as close to the pipeline as
possible. The further away the air valve is from the pipeline the greater the required
diameter of the connecting pipe.
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∙ The gate valve upstream of the air valve that is used to isolate the device from the
rest of the water main during maintenance operations should be installed between
the air valve and the drainage valve and needs to be as close as possible to the
drainage valve.
∙ The pipe connecting the pipeline to the air valve must have a diameter equal or
greater than the diameter of the valve connection.
∙ Outdoor air valves should be protected against vandalism and contamination. Sev-
eral manufacturers offer tamper-proof air valves. This type of extra protection,
though, might influence the performance of the device regarding air inflow and
outflow.
∙ For a buried air valve, there must be a chamber to accommodate it. There must
be at least 60 𝑐𝑚 of free space around and above the air valve for maintenance,
installation and removal operations. A pipe connected to the outlet orifice of the
air valve should be used in order to protect it from flooding. This pipe must have a
metal screen at its end to prevent the entry of birds or other animals. The opening
of this pipe should be directed downwards with the use of elbows for example and
must be within a reasonable distance from the flooding level.
∙ For the installation of an air valve inside a vault, it’s necessary to use the following
accessory elements: inspection well, air outlet valve, air inlet valve, air valve cham-
ber, blockage valve, accumulation dome, drainage well and structural foundation.
∙ Valves with upward-facing orifices should be protected with the attachment of a
pipe elbow to its outlet orifice to prevent animals or stones from entering it. To
protect air valves that have large metal covers against rodents and birds, protective
metal screens must be installed.
∙ All air valves must be opened and cleaned at least once a year. Air valves that
operate continuously should be opened and cleaned more frequently than those
used only for drainage operations. They should also be inspected for leaks.
∙ For the maintenance operations inside buried environments, it may be necessary
to use detectors of flammable gases and oxygen levels. Safety regulations should be
consulted to verify the need to use protective equipment or surface assistance during
underground work.
∙ The maintenance personal should never put their hands in the outlet orifice of an air
valve without first closing its blockage gate valve. In addition, special care must be
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taken while handling an air valve, as pressurized air may occur between the outlet
orifice and the maintenance blockage gate valve.
4.6 Flow through air valves
4.6.1 The critical condition for air flow through an orifice
For the analysis of air flow through air valves, it is important to consider the
velocity of air. Equation 4.21 defines the Mach’s number 𝑀 . In this equation, 𝑉 is the
velocity of the fluid in 𝑚/𝑠 and 𝑐 is the velocity of sound inside the fluid in 𝑚/𝑠. If𝑀 = 1,
there is sonic flow (critical condition); if 𝑀 > 1, there is supersonic flow; and if 𝑀 < 1,
there is subsonic flow.
𝑀 = 𝑉
𝑐
(4.21)
Equations 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 can be applied for flows of compressible fluids
through orifices opened to the atmosphere (FOX; MCDONALD, 2006). In these equations,
𝑃 is pressure in 𝑃𝑎, 𝑇 is temperature in 𝐾, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 and 𝑘
is the specific heat ratio. Index 𝑎𝑡𝑚 stands for atmospheric and index 𝑖 for internal.
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
= (1 + 𝑘 − 12 𝑀
2)
𝑘
𝑘−1 (4.22)
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑖
= 1 + 𝑘 − 12 𝑀
2 (4.23)
𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝜌𝑖
= (1 + 𝑘 − 12 𝑀
2)
1
𝑘−1 (4.24)
During air expulsion and air intake by air valves, isentropic and reversible
processes take place (𝑘 = 1.4) because, in these situations, friction can be neglected and
pressure variations occur rapidly with no time for heat exchanges.
For sonic isentropic flow during expulsion, Equation 4.22 becomes Equation
4.25.
(𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)𝑐 = (
𝑘 + 1
2 )
𝑘
𝑘−1 = 1.23.5 = 0.528 (4.25)
On the other hand, for sonic isentropic flow during admission, Equation 4.26
is valid.
(𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)𝑐 = 0.528−1 = 1.893 (4.26)
For atmospheric external air (condition of stagnation), Equation 4.27 is valid
in which 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, with a value of 287 𝐽/(𝑘𝑔𝐾).
𝑅 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚 =
𝑃𝑖
𝜌𝑖
𝑇𝑖 (4.27)
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As a consequence of Equations 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27, Equations 4.28 and 4.29
can be obtained. They present the internal density of air during sonic admission and
expulsion respectively.
𝜌𝑖 = 𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑖
= 𝜌𝑎0.528
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑖
(4.28)
𝜌𝑖 = 𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑖
= 𝜌𝑎1.893
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑖
(4.29)
4.6.2 Theoretical Equations
Equations 4.30, 4.31, 4.32 and 4.33 are specifically used for air valves modeling,
according to traditional books about hydraulic transients (WYLIE; STREETER, 1983;
CHAUDHRY, 1987). In these Equations, ?˙? is the air mass flow in 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚 and 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝
are the dimensionless admission and expulsion coefficients, 𝐴𝑎𝑑𝑚 and 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 are the areas of
the admission and expulsion orifices in 𝑚2, 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚 are the internal and atmospheric
temperatures in 𝐾, 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 are the internal and atmospheric pressures in 𝑃𝑎, 𝜌𝑖 and
𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚 are the internal and atmospheric air densities in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3.
?˙? = 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚𝐴𝑎𝑑𝑚
√︃
7𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚[(
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
)1.4286 − ( 𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
)1.714] (4.30)
?˙? = 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚𝐴𝑎𝑑𝑚
0.686√
𝑅𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝑐𝑡𝑒 (4.31)
?˙? = −𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝
√︃
7𝑃𝑖𝜌𝑖[(
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)1.4286 − (𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)1.714] (4.32)
?˙? = −𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 0.686√
𝑅𝑇𝑖
𝑃𝑖 (4.33)
Equation 4.30 governs subsonic air admission when 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 > 𝑃𝑖 > 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚.
Equation 4.31 is for sonic air admission when 𝑃𝑖 < 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚. Equation 4.32 governs
subsonic air expulsion when 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 < 𝑃𝑖 < 1.893𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚. Equation 4.33 is for sonic air expul-
sion when 𝑃𝑖 > 1.893𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚. If we consider 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚, then we have that 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 =
53499.6 𝑃𝑎 and 1.893𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 191808.23 𝑃𝑎. Beyond the sonic limit, air velocity is limited
to 343.4 𝑚/𝑠 for atmospheric pressure and temperature of 20𝑜𝐶.
These Equations were plotted in Figure 4.11 with 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚 = 1 for several
orifice diameters of a model of commercial air/vacuum valve. Considering absolute values
and subsonic flow, for a given differential pressure, air mass outflow is greater then air
mass inflow because, during admission, atmospheric air density and pressure are constants,
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but, during expulsion, internal air density increases with internal pressure increments. In
Figure 4.11, it can also be clearly noted the sonic limit for air mass inflow in which the
curves become horizontal for internal pressure values lower than 53499.6 𝑃𝑎. The same
does not happen for air expulsion after the sonic limit.
Figure 4.11 – Air mass flow curve according to the traditional theoretical model for several orifice diam-
eters of a commercial air valve model considering 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚 = 1.
4.6.3 Equations for air flow considering incompressible flow
A simplification of Equations 4.30 to 4.33, considering now incompressible flow,
is done by Equations 4.34 to 4.37, respectively, according to Fuertes et al. (2006). The
values of the constants 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐾1 and 𝐾2 should be evaluated for each specific air valve.
𝑄 = 𝐶1
√︁
(𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝑃𝑖)𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 (4.34)
𝑄 = 𝐾1 (4.35)
𝑄 = 𝐶2
√︁
(𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚)𝑃𝑖 (4.36)
𝑄 = 𝐾2𝑃𝑖 (4.37)
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4.6.4 Equations used by the software HAMMER
The software HAMMER by Bentley Systems applies Equations 4.38 and 4.39
to consider air mass flow during admission and expulsion, respectively. These equations
consider 𝑇 = 4𝑜𝐶 and 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚 (DRINGOLI, 2017).
?˙? = 𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚0.6𝐴𝑎𝑑𝑚
√︃
7𝑅𝑇 [1− ( 𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
)0.286] (4.38)
?˙? = 𝜌𝑎𝑡𝑚0.6𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝
√︃
7𝑅𝑇 [1− 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑃𝑖
)0.286] (4.39)
Equation 4.38 apparently does not consider the sonic limit for air inflow. A
further evaluation of the validity of such equations for water hammer simulation needs to
be researched.
4.6.5 Expected shape of air valves performance curves
Regarding the shape of air valves performance curves, two general trends
should be noted, according to the model presented by Equations 4.30 to 4.33:
∙ For a given value of Δ𝑃 = 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝑃𝑖, the absolute value of air mass
outflow is greater than the absolute value of air mass inflow. This trend is confirmed
by the experiments performed by Iglesias et al. (2014).
∙ Because of the occurrence of the sonic limit for inflow, the air mass inflow curve
needs to tend to a horizontal line for values of 𝑃𝑖 near or lower than 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚. This
trend is also confirmed by the results presented by Iglesias et al. (2014).
Regarding the units for air flow presented in performance curves, air volumet-
ric flow in 𝑚3/𝑠, for example, is not acceptable, since air is compressible. It would be
acceptable, though, the presentation of air mass flow in 𝑠𝑚3/𝑠 for example.
According to Iglesias et al. (2014), the model presented by Equations 4.30 to
4.33 is more adequate to describe the behavior of air valves during air admission. The
model proposed by Fuertes et al. (2006) is more adequate to describe the behavior of air
expulsion. Thus, a hybrid model Streeter-Fuertes might be appropriate.
Examples of air valves performance curves provided by manufacturers are pre-
sented in Figure 4.12. In this figure, performance curve a) follows the two trends. However,
the unit used for air flow is inappropriate, since it is a volumetric unit. A reasonable sup-
position is that the unit 𝑚3/𝑠 could be understood as 𝑠𝑚3/𝑠.
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Figure 4.12 – Examples of performance curves provided by manufacturers catalogs.
For performance curve b), the first trend is not followed, since the same curve
is used for air admission and expulsion. For the nominal diameter of 2", the second trend
is not respected. However, the used unit for air mass flow 𝑠𝑐𝑓𝑚 is acceptable.
The performance curve c) for air admission (right side) yields, for a given value
of |Δ𝑝|, the same value of flow as the performance curve c) for expulsion (left side). This
way, the first trend is not respected. The second trend, though, seams to be respected by
these curves. The unit used for air flow is, as it happens for curve a), not acceptable.
4.6.6 Evaluation of the consistency of manufacturers performance curves
Considering the expected shape of air valves performance curves as described
in the previous sub-section, the curves of 15 models of air/vacuum valves from 9 manu-
facturers where evaluated. The results are presented in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5 – Analysis of the characteristics of air/vacuum valves performance curves provided by manu-
facturers.
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For the evaluated models of air valves, it is considered a single curve for both
admission and expulsion in 33% of the cases. This is not acceptable, since expulsion
and admission are different types of flow situations and, thus, different curves should be
obtained from experimental tests.
However, the presentation of distinct curves for admission and expulsion does
not guarantee that the curves are actually different. From the ten cases in which the
manufacturers present distinct curves for admission and expulsion, half of the time, the
admission curve proves to be actually equivalent to the expulsion curve.
Considering the second general trend, the performance curves are generally
consistent. For some cases, though, considering that the negative differential pressure is
not near the sonic limit, there is no way to do a proper evaluation.
As described previously, air flow have velocity limits for expulsion and admis-
sion. Air expulsion becomes sonic when the differential pressure is equal or greater than
90.48 𝑘𝑃𝑎. For air admission, the sonic limit happens when the differential pressure is
equal or lower than −47.83 𝑘𝑃𝑎.
For only 40% of the models, the graphs have ranges of differential pressures that
comprise the sonic limit for air admission. For air expulsion, the range of the differential
pressure comprises the sonic limit only for 33% of the cases.
Considering the units used, an acceptable air mass flow unit was applied for
only 27% of the models.
4.6.7 Conclusions about the investigation of air valves performance curves
A well characterized air valve can be successfully simulated computationally.
That is desirable when an air valve is part of a water hammer protection system. The
curves presented by manufacturers, though, frequently seam to lack consistency. The lack
of consistency happens when a curve do not agree with the physical principles of the air
flow phenomenon and with recent experimental data.
With the investigation here presented, it was established some characteristics
that should be present in a consistent performance curve: 1) for a given value of Δ𝑃 =
𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝑃𝑖, the absolute value of air mass outflow should be greater than the
absolute value of air mass inflow; 2) because of the occurrence of the sonic limit for inflow,
the air mass inflow curve needs to tend to a horizontal line for values of 𝑃𝑖 near or lower
than 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚; and 3) the unit for air flow should be presented in terms of air mass flow
like 𝑠𝑚3/𝑠 and 𝑠𝑐𝑓𝑚 for example.
The aforementioned criteria for the evaluation of the consistency of air valves
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performance curves rely mostly on qualitative aspects. These criteria are substantiated
by the consulted literature and should be sufficient for a fast analysis of the data by a
hydraulic engineer during the selection phase.
It was also observed that manufacturers often present curves with limited dif-
ferential pressure ranges. Though an increase of the differential pressure range demands
more expensive experiments, a range that comprises the whole sub-sonic regimen is de-
sirable.
It is also desirable the development of standardized experimental procedures
for the characterization of air valves. In addition to that, a standardized presentation of
the data would also be positive. This way, the information presented by manufacturers
would be more reliable and easy to understand by hydraulic engineers.
Further research should be developed to evaluate the possible consequences of
the use of inaccurate air valves performance curves in the design phase of water mains.
Possibly, the use of inaccurate curves could lead to improper and even dangerous design
decisions.
The phenomenon of air expulsion and admission during hydraulic transients
might have different characteristics when compared to the steady regimen of air mass
flow. This observation is important, since the development of air mass flow curves by
manufacturers is usually done for steady flow conditions.
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5 AIR EXPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS
FOR AIR VALVES
Air valves with air expulsion control systems expel air slowly. For this reason,
during a hydraulic transient phenomenon, the collision of two liquid columns, right after
all the air between them is expelled through an air valve, will occur in a smooth way,
preventing excessive over-pressure surges. If an air valve with uncontrolled air expulsion
is used for the purpose of water hammer protection, it might actually lead to the opposite
effect, subjecting the installation to possible rupture.
5.1 Examples of air expulsion control systems
Koelle (2000) describes a system for controlled air expulsion with the use of
an immersion tube as shown in Figure 5.1. According to this conception, during the final
phase of air expulsion, air will get trapped in the accumulation dome and will only be
able to flow through the relief hole. The accumulated air would have a dampening effect
regarding the water hammer that happens due to the collision of a water column with the
air valve after air expulsion. It can not be stated, though, that this solution is reliable.
Even more, this solution implicates into two problems: 1) it will not be possible to move
a “pig” along the water main and 2) there will be a restriction of the cross sectional area
of the pipe.
Figure 5.1 – Immersion tube with accumulation dome for air valves, adapted from Koelle (2000).
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Tran (2017) shows an air valve conception that permits air admission through
a large orifice and air expulsion through a reduced one. This device is called anti-slam air
valve and is shown in Figure 5.2. For air expulsion, after a set pressure is reached, the
anti-slam disc closes the large orifice and throttles the flow. Manufacturer ARI proposes
an equivalent solution as shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.2 – Anti-slam air valve (TRAN, 2017).
Figure 5.3 – Anti-slam air valve according to manufacturer ARI.
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The manufacturer Vent-O-Mat proposes an air expulsion control system that
goes beyond what was presented by the previous two conceptions. This system is shown
in Figure 5.4. An evident difference is the presence of an additional floater. In addition
to the controlled air expulsion when the air valve is working as an air/vacuum valve,
the device is able to expel small quantities of accumulated air during operation. This
conception happens to be a combination air valve with controlled air expulsion.
For this conception, when there is internal sub-atmospheric pressure, air enters
through the large orifice 1, passes between the air valve body 2 and floaters 4, 5 and 6
until it reaches inlet 3 and then enters the pipeline as shown by d). For low positive
differential pressures, air is expelled through the large orifice 1 as shown by a). In this
scenario, all floaters are touching each other and floater 4 rests over base 9. For higher
internal pressures, air will be expelled through the small orifice 8 of floater 6 as shown
by b). For the pressurized condition, accumulated air can be released through the small
orifice 7 of floater 5 as shown by c).
Figure 5.4 – Anti-slam air valve according to manufacturer Vent-O-Mat.
The standard C512 by AWWA recommends the consideration of air/vacuum
or combination air valves coupled with throttling or slow closing devices when such valves
are used in situations in which pressure surges will occur (AWWA, 2008).
For the case of a throttling device, this standard recommends that it should
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be mounted directly at the outlet of the air/vacuum or combination valve. It should be
composed of gray or ductile iron and its adjustable disc should throttle the flow in the
range of 5% to 95% of the full flow. It should allow full inflow if desired by the purchaser.
An example of this type of device is presented in Figure 5.6 f).
The standard C512 by AWWA, for the case of a slow closing device, states
that it should be connected to the inlet of the air valve. Its body needs to be made of cast
iron and the closure disc should be held open with a stainless steel spring. The material
of the disc can be brass, bronze or stainless steel. It’s necessary to allow full flow capacity
for admission. The disc will close with the entry of water that will only be able to pass
through small orifices. An example of this type of device is presented in Figure 5.6 a).
Figure 5.5 shows in detail the functioning of the conception presented in Figure
5.6 a). In Figure 5.5 a), the floater and the surge check unit are low and allow air expulsion
freely. However, in Figure 5.5 b), water has reached and closed the surge check unit. This
way, water can only enter slowly into the air/vacuum valve chamber through the small
orifices at the surge check unit. This deceleration of the water flow is responsible for a
decrease of transient surges due to air expulsion.
Figure 5.5 – Air/vacuum valve with anti-slam system attached upstream (THORLEY, 1989).
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Figure 5.6 – Various conceptions of controlled air expulsion for air valves.
The air expulsion control systems in Figure 5.6 b) and c) use a similar tech-
nology as presented by Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The conceptions for air expulsion control in
Figure 5.6 d) and e) were cited by (KOELLE, 2000).
For conception d), there is slow closing of the outlet orifice during air expul-
sion. This way, with the approximation of the water columns during air expulsion, the
resistance for air flow will increase and, as a consequence, there will be a deceleration
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of the approximating water columns. This conception, though, causes expulsion of water
jets after the air pocket is totally expelled. Because of this, a structure for the dissipation
of the energy of the water jets must be constructed.
For conception e), the level of openness of the outlet orifice can be changed
with the use of an adjustable pin near the outlet of the air valve.
5.2 Proposed air expulsion control system with bypass line with
gate valve upstream of the air valve
An adaptation of the air expulsion control system presented in Figure 5.6 a)
is presented in Figure 5.7. This conception uses a connection pipe, between the air valve
and the water main, with a check valve that only allows flow towards the water main. In
parallel with the connection pipe, there is a pipe with a gate valve with a reduced cross
sectional area for flow.
Figure 5.7 – Gate valve in parallel with connection pipe with check valve for air expulsion control.
When air is admitted from the air valve, it can flow freely. However, when
there is expulsion, the check valve will not allow air flow and air will only be able to
flow through the gate valve. This way, if the orifice diameter of the gate valve is inferior
than the orifice diameter of the air valve, an air flow throttling scheme for expulsion is
obtained.
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5.3 Proposed air expulsion control system with device with orifice
plate downstream of the air valve
5.3.1 Simplified version
Figure 5.8 presents the result of the initial iteration of the development process.
This device should be attached to the outlet orifice of the air valve.
Figure 5.8 – Simplified version of the proposed device for air expulsion control through air valves.
The horizontal segment of the device has one of its extremities connected to
the air valve. This segment is responsible for air expulsion. Connected to the horizontal
segment, there is a vertical one that is responsible for air admission. In the vertical seg-
ment, there is a check valve, allowing the flow only as indicated by the adjacent arrow in
Figure 5.8.
In the horizontal segment, there is an orifice plate. The measurement of the
air flow during expulsion can be done based on the pressure differential across the orifice
plate. The minimum values of 𝑋𝐷 and 𝑌 𝐷 must be established in order to assure reliable
measurements.
An option for the placement of the pressure taps is as follows: the pressure
tap upstream of the orifice plate should be located at a distance 𝐷 from the plate and
the pressure tap downstream of the orifice plate should be located at a distance of 𝐷/2
(FOX; MCDONALD, 2006).
There are examples of similar devices on the market, but the use of the orifice
plate for the measurement of air flow is generally not considered. The device should be
constructed with ductile iron as indicated by the standard C512 by AWWA.
Regarding this type of conception, Li et al. (2009) already suggested that the
use of a throttling element at the outlet of an air valve could be able the mitigate water
hammer over-pressures.
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There will be a decrease of the useful area of the outlet orifice of the air valve
for inflow. This will happen because it is necessary to connect the device to the female
NPT outlet of the air valve.
5.3.2 Complete version
The air expulsion control device presented in Figure 5.9 is the result of the
second iteration of the development process. Figure 5.9 presents a longitudinal view of the
device in which relative lengths are correctly represented. The functioning of the complete
version of the device is analogous to the functioning of the simplified version.
This conception allows the measurement of air inflow and outflow with the
application of orifice plates. The presented distances in Figure 5.9 take into account
the minimum straight lengths upstream and downstream of the orifice plates that are
necessary for precise measurements as indicated by the standard ISO 5167*98.
The adapter 40 𝑚𝑚 x 1 1/4" should be connected to the outlet of the air valve
and the pressure taps should be installed upstream and downstream of the orifice plates
with a distance of 2.54 𝑐𝑚 from them (flange taps). The placement of the orifice plates
between flanges makes it easy to change them if necessary.
The material to be used for the construction of the device is PVC, since it will
result into a lower price and a lighter device. The pressures that will happen inside the
device will not be very high. According to AWWA (2001), for example, the usual pressures
for controlled air expulsion are around 5 𝑝𝑠𝑖 only. The use of PVC, though, goes against
what is recommended by the standard C512 by AWWA.
With the device of Figure 5.9, it will be possible to measure outflows with
the measurement of differential pressures across the orifice plate in the horizontal pipe
segment. For air inflow, the measurement of differential pressures across the orifice plate
of the horizontal pipe segment together with the measurement of differential pressures
across the orifice plate of the vertical pipe segment should be considered. A check valve
mechanism only allows upwards flow in the vertical pipe segment.
Some important measuring details should be followed regarding pressure taps
and pressure transducers. The pressure taps of the orifice plate of the horizontal pipe
segment should be installed at the upper region of the pipe. All pressure transducers should
be located at higher levels than the levels of the pressure taps. These recommendations are
necessary because of the moisture content of air for the considered application (DELMÉE,
2003).
The device of Figure 5.9 was designed to be applied for the combination air
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valve model DUOJET DN50 from manufacturer VAG. All PVC elements presented (pipes,
flanges and connections) are available by the manufacturer Tigre.
Figure 5.9 – Proposed device for air expulsion control with orifice plates for air outflow and inflow mea-
surements.
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5.3.3 Differential pressure flow meters
Devices used to measure flow of fluids are divided into three main groups:
differential pressure, linear and volumetric flow meters.
Flow measurement using an orifice, flow nozzle or Venturi tube is based on the
fact that there is localized pressure drop because of cross sectional estrangement, which
implies in an increase of flow velocity. For differential pressure flow meters, pressure drop
is transformed into flow using a non-linear relationship.
On the other hand, a linear flow meter collects data that is directly propor-
tional to flow. Devices of this type need to be bought from manufactures specialized in
instrumentation because they can not be easily constructed like differential pressure flow
meters with orifice plates for example.
The most known type of linear flow meter is the rotameter. As upwards flow
increases inside of a tapered tube, the floater goes upwards. Usually the floater can be
seen through a glass. For steady flow, the floater stays at a determined position when its
weight is equal to the buoyant and drag forces. Some other types of linear meters are the
Coriolis, electromagnetic and thermal flow meters.
Volumetric flow meters measure flow with the measurement of volumes within
certain time frames. For this purpose, the measurement is divided into three main phases:
admission of the fluid into a camera, isolation of the camera and outflow of the fluid
from the camera. Some examples of volumetric flow meters are diaphragm, nutation disk,
rotating vanes and swinging piston flow meters.
A differential pressure flow meter has three basic components: primary element
that stays inside the pipe and in contact with the fluid, differential pressure transducer
to measure the pressure drop across the primary element and device to collect data from
the transducer.
Orifice plates, nozzles or Venturi tubes can be chosen as primary elements.
For a given fluid, mass flow, pipe diameter and primary element diameter, the differential
pressure will have the biggest value if we choose an orifice plate and the lowest value if
we choose a Venturi tube (DELMÉE, 2003).
Choosing a flow meter depends on many factors such as cost, necessary mea-
surement accuracy, need for calibration and ease of installation and maintenance.
Venturi flow meters are expensive and result into small pressure drops between
upstream and downstream regions of the primary element. For this reason, this type of
device is recommended for the measurement of high flows of water. The pressure drop
across a flow nozzle is intermediate as well as its price. Orifice plates are responsible for
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high pressure drops and are the least expensive. As a consequence, this type of device
happens to be the most applied type of differential pressure flow meter.
In order to understand why there is a pressure drop due to the throttling of the
cross sectional area caused by the presence of the primary element, consider Equations
5.1 and 5.2 and Figure 5.10.
𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑉𝐵𝐴𝐵 (5.1)
𝑉 2𝐴
2𝑔 +
𝑃𝐴
𝛾
+ 𝑍𝐴 =
𝑉 2𝐵
2𝑔 +
𝑃𝐵
𝛾
+ 𝑍𝐵 (5.2)
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 are related to Figure 5.10. In Equation 5.1, 𝑉 is velocity
in 𝑚/𝑠 and 𝐴 is area in 𝑚2. In Equation 5.2, 𝑔 is gravity’s acceleration in 𝑚/𝑠2, 𝑃 is
pressure in 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑍 is elevation in 𝑚.
Figure 5.10 – Flow inside a convergent pipe.
Figure 5.10 shows a convergent pipe with an incompressible fluid that flows
from section 𝐴 to section 𝐵 with a constant velocity profile. Considering this situa-
tion, Equation 5.1 (equation of continuity) is valid. If there is no friction, Equation 5.2
(Bernoulli equation) must also be respected.
For the pipe segment in Figure 5.10, there is no variation of 𝑍 and, therefore,
𝑍𝐴 = 𝑍𝐵 in Equation 5.2. At section 𝐴, the pipe diameter is 𝐷𝐴, and, at section 𝐵, the
pipe diameter is 𝐷𝐵.
With the previous considerations, Equations 5.1 and 5.2 will be manipulated
in order to find an equation that shows the theoretical value of flow through a differential
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pressure flow meter as follows:
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(5.3)
For a differential pressure flow meter, the diameter of the pipe is 𝐷 and the
diameter of the primary element is 𝑑. Considering this in the final equation of Equations
5.3, we have that 𝐷 = 𝐷𝐴 and 𝐷𝐵 = 𝑑. We have that 𝑑/𝐷 = 𝛽 and 1/
√
1− 𝛽4 = 𝐸.
Therefore, the final equation of Equations 5.3 becomes Equation 5.4.
𝑉𝐴 = 𝐸𝛽2
√︃
2𝑃𝐴 − 𝑃𝐵
𝜌
(5.4)
If Equation 5.4 is multiplied by 𝐴𝐴, we finally obtain Equation 5.5 for fluid
flow.
𝑄𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝛽2
√︃
2𝑃𝐴 − 𝑃𝐵
𝜌
(5.5)
5.3.4 Generalities about orifice plates
For the present work, orifice plates were chosen as primary elements for the
measurement of air flow, as shown in Figure 5.9, because they cause the biggest pres-
sure drops, facilitating the measurement of differential pressures, and have the lowest
installation costs. An additional reason is the easiness of construction.
As already mentioned, the interaction between an orifice plate and the flowing
fluid will cause a pressure drop between the upstream and downstream locations of pres-
sure taps. A secondary element, pressure transducer, will transform the pressure drop into
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electrical signals. Those signals will be collected by a data logger that will subsequently
transmit the data to a computer. With the use of proper equations, the data from the
data logger can be transformed into air mass flow.
Traditional orifice plates have orifices concentric with the diameter of the tube
and thin walls with sharp rectangular edges. They are usually constructed with a metallic
material like stainless steel for example. For the proposed device of Figure 5.9, it will be
used steel with cold galvanizing painting. A usual way to install an orifice plate for flow
measurement is to place it between flanges.
The standard that will be used in this work is ISO 5167*98 that only considers
flange taps, radius taps and corner taps as possible configurations.
There are several ways to locate the pressure taps for acquiring pressure data
from an orifice plate flow meter. Flange taps, for example, are widely used for pipes with
internal diameters greater than 2". In this case, the center of both pressure taps should
be located at a distance of 25.4 𝑚𝑚 from the orifice plate. The tolerances depend on pipe
diameter and 𝛽.
For the device presented in Figure 5.9, we have pipes with 𝐷 < 150 𝑚𝑚 and
orifice plates with 𝛽 ≤ 0.6. Therefore, the tolerance regarding the distance of pressure
taps from the orifice plate is 𝑙1 = 𝑙′2 = (25.4± 0.5) 𝑚𝑚.
Pressure taps should have screws of 1/2" NPT. They also should have diameters
less than 0.13 𝐷 and inferior to 13 𝑚𝑚.
Other types of placements of pressure taps are radius taps (𝐷 upstream from
the orifice plate and 𝐷/2 downstream) and corner taps.
The orifice plate should have a very plane upstream face. Placing a ruler over
the plate, the average of the distances from the plate orifice borders to the ruler should
be inferior to 0.005(𝐷 − 𝑑).
The roughness of the orifice plate upstream should be less than 10−4𝑑.
The identification of the orifice plate need to be possible after its installation.
This can be done with an orifice plate with a part that stands out from the flanges with
its informations.
Considering the thickness of the orifice plate in the region that circumvents
the orifice 𝑒, the condition 𝐷/200 ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 𝐷/50 should be followed. The thickness of the
remaining part of the orifice plate 𝐸 needs to follow 𝐸 ≤ 𝐷/20 and 𝐸 ≥ 𝑒 for pipes with
𝐷 > 7.5 𝑐𝑚. For the device of Figure 5.9, we have that 𝐸 = 𝑒 = 1.5𝑚𝑚
The diameter of the orifice should follow the tolerance of 𝑑 ± 0.05% for 𝑑 >
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25 𝑚𝑚. The orifice plates used for the device will not be beveled because 𝐸 = 𝑒 and
because they will measure flow in both directions.
For the standard ISO 5167*98 the restrictions of application of orifice plates
for flow measurement are as follows: 0.1 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 0.75, 𝑑 ≤ 12.5 𝑚𝑚, 50 𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝐷 ≤ 1000,
𝑅𝐷 > 5000 and 𝑅𝐷 > 170𝛽2𝐷.
Considering the installation of the flow meter, it’s essential to respect minimum
straight distances before and after the orifice plate. For the case of the orifice plate that will
measure air expulsion in a pipe with 𝐷 = 5.3 𝑐𝑚, it will be considered upstream straight
length of 18𝐷 = 95.4 𝑐𝑚 ≈ 96 𝑐𝑚 and downstream straight length of 3.5𝐷 = 18.55 𝑐𝑚 ≈
19 𝑐𝑚, considering the maximum value of 𝛽 = 3.0/5.3 = 0.57. For air admission in the
pipe with 𝐷 = 6.5 𝑐𝑚 connected to the air check valve, with 𝛽 = 0.4/0.65 = 0.62, it will
be considered an upstream straight length of 10𝐷 = 117 𝑐𝑚 and a downstream straight
length of 3.5𝐷 = 22.75 𝑐𝑚 ≈ 23 𝑐𝑚.
Pressure taps for the measurement of air with moisture should be located at
the upper region of a horizontal pipe. This will avoid the accumulation of water inside
the pipes that will be connected to the pressure transducer.
5.3.5 Air mass flow calculation
The proposed device for air expulsion control of Figure 5.9 follows the prescrip-
tions of ISO 5761*98 regarding orifice plates. In this context, air mass flow, considering
data to be obtained from the pressure taps of the orifice plates of the device, is given by
Equation 5.6 (DELMÉE, 2003).
𝑄𝑚 = 1.1107𝐶𝐸𝛽2𝐷2𝜖
√︁
Δ𝑃𝜌 (5.6)
The quantity 𝛽 is a geometric parameter defined by Equation 5.7 in which 𝐷
is the internal diameter of the pipe in 𝑚 and 𝑑 is the diameter of the orifice in 𝑚.
𝛽 = 𝑑
𝐷
(5.7)
The quantity 𝐸 is a function of 𝛽 as presented in Equation 5.8.
𝐸 = 1√
1− 𝛽2 (5.8)
Isentropic expansion factor 𝜖, considering the absolute pressure of air upstream
of the orifice 𝑃1 and the absolute pressure of air downstream of the orifice 𝑃2, is presented
by Equation 5.9, which should be used for 𝑃1/𝑃2 > 0.75. This limitation might be a hurdle
for the application of the proposed device. For the present development, though, it’s going
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to be supposed that this limitation will not have an important effect on the final results.
This affirmation, though, needs substantiation. The isentropic expansion factor 𝜖 is used
to take into account air density variation caused by differential pressure Δ𝑃 across the
orifice plate.
𝜖 = 1− (0.351 + 0.256𝛽4 + 0.93𝛽8)[1− (𝑃2/𝑃1)1/𝑘] (5.9)
The pressure variation Δ𝑃 is defined by Equation 5.10.
Δ𝑃 = 𝑃1 − 𝑃2 (5.10)
The quantity 𝜌 is air density in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 and is defined by Equation 5.11 for
𝑇 = 293.5𝐾. In this equation, 𝑃 is pressure in 𝑃𝑎.
𝜌 = 𝑃84149.58695 (5.11)
Conceptually, the discharge coefficient 𝐶 is defined by Equation 5.12.
𝐶 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
(5.12)
For practical purposes, the discharge coefficient 𝐶, according to ISO 5761*(98),
can be obtained with Equation 5.13. This equation should be used for 𝐷 < 71.12 𝑚𝑚.
0.5961 + 0.0261𝛽2 − 0.216𝛽8
+0.000521(106𝛽/𝑅𝐷)0.7
+(0.188 + 0.0063𝐴)𝛽3.5(106/𝑅𝐷)0.3
+(0.043 + 0.08𝑒−10𝐿1 − 0.123𝑒−7𝐿1)
(1− 11𝐴)𝛽4/(1− 𝛽4)
−0.031[𝑀 ′2 − 0.8𝑀
′1.1
2 ]𝛽1.3
+0.011(0.75− 𝛽)[2.8− (𝐷/25.4)]
(5.13)
Reynolds number 𝑅𝐷 is defined by Equation 5.14 in which 𝑄𝑚 is the air mass
flow in 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, 𝐷 is the pipe diameter in 𝑚 and 𝜇𝑝 is air viscosity in 𝑃𝑎𝑠.
𝑅𝐷 =
1.273𝑄𝑚
𝐷𝜇𝑝
(5.14)
Parameter 𝐴 in Equation 5.13 can be calculated by Equation 5.15.
𝐴 = (19000𝛽
𝑅𝐷
)0.8 (5.15)
Parameter 𝑀 ′2 in Equation 5.13 can be calculated by Equation 5.16.
𝑀 ′2 =
2𝐿′2
1− 𝛽 (5.16)
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Parameters 𝐿1 and 𝐿′2, considering “flange taps”, can be found by Equation
5.17 in which 𝐷 is in 𝑚𝑚.
𝐿1 = 𝐿′2 =
25.4
𝐷
(5.17)
If there is no need for very precise measurements of air mass flow, a value of
𝐶 = 0.61 can be applied.
5.4 Application of the proposed air expulsion control systems
A case study water main was simulated in order to evaluate the importance of
air expulsion control for water hammer management.
5.4.1 Case study PVC water main
The case study of this example is based on a real water main. Table 5.1 shows
the lengths of the segments of the pipeline. The total length is 1570.0𝑚. The total localized
head losses are negligible, since the total length is greater than 5000𝐷 = 50000.2 =
1000.0 𝑚. This criterion is indicated by Luvizotto Junior (2010).
Table 5.1 – Lengths of the segments of the PVC water main.
Segment Length (m) Segment Length (m)
1-2 42 7-8 210
2-3 158 8-9 170
3-4 140 9-10 545
4-5 64 10-11 99
5-6 76 11-12 26
6-7 40
Figure 5.11 shows the altimetric disposition of the pipeline. The total elevation
difference between inferior and superior reservoirs is 70.8 𝑚. The minimum elevation of
the inferior reservoir is 671.8 𝑚 and the maximum elevation of the superior reservoir is
742.5 𝑚
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Figure 5.11 – Case study PVC water main.
The pipeline is composed of PVC DEFoFo. The pipes of the principal part of
the water main have internal diameters of 204.2 𝑚𝑚 with wall thicknesses of 8.9 𝑚𝑚. The
rest of the pipes have internal diameters of 108.4 𝑚𝑚 with wall thicknesses of 4.8 𝑚𝑚.
Considering the material of the pipes and the values of diameters and wall
thicknesses, the following pressure resistances were adopted: maximum allowed pressure
during steady flow of 100.0 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 and maximum allowed pressure during hydraulic tran-
sients of 120.0 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
The motor-pump set has the following characteristics: elevation bellow the
minimum elevation of the inferior reservoir; pump KSB ETA 100-50/2; rotor of 340.0𝑚𝑚;
rotation of 1760.0 𝑟𝑝𝑚; efficiency of 70%; power of 60.0 𝐻𝑃 ; inertia of 2.5 𝑘𝑔𝑚2; design
flow of 38.9 𝐿/𝑠; total head of 89.0 𝑚𝐻2𝑂; and distance of 10.0 𝑚 from the inferior
reservoir.
5.4.2 Definition of the points with air valves
An air/vacuum valve will be installed at point P2, downstream of the pump
and its check valve, according to what Aquino (2013) recommends. At points P7 and
P10, there are decreases of the upward slopes and, therefore, in each one of these points,
a combination air valve will be installed as indicated by AWWA (2001). With the config-
uration described so far, there would be a long upward segment between points P7 and
P10 without the presence of any air valve. For this reason, an air/vacuum valve will be
installed at point P9.
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The segments of pipe that connects the air valves to the pipeline will have
upward slopes towards the air valve. For the simulations, it was considered connection
pipes with lengths of 6.0 𝑚 and slopes of 25%.
5.4.3 Definition of the size of the outlet orifice of the air valves
According to Koelle (2000), for an initial estimation, an orifice diameter for an
air valve of approximately 10% of the value of the diameter of the water main might be
sufficient for quasi-static operations. For the studied water main, this consideration would
give a value of orifice of 2.0 𝑐𝑚. It was used an orifice diameter of 3.0 𝑐𝑚 that should also
be acceptable.
5.4.4 Hydraulic transient scenario with pump trip
The scenario that was simulated was the hydraulic transient that happens
because of a pump trip. As a consequence of this phenomenon, a negative pressure wave
will travel from the motor-pump set to the rest of the water main.
In this context, air valves will admit air to avoid vacuum. When the pressure
becomes positive again, air will be expelled. After all air is expelled, there will be the
collision of water columns, generating an over-pressure wave. The protection strategies
developed in this example have the intention of attenuating the over-pressures caused by
this situation.
5.4.5 Applied strategies for water hammer mitigation with the proposed air
expulsion control systems
For the application of air expulsion control for the air valves, two approaches
were tested. The first one considers the air expulsion control system presented in Figure
5.7. The gate valve has an internal diameter of 1 𝑐𝑚. It will be set as totally opened. The
second strategy for air expulsion control uses the proposed device shown in Figure 5.8.
The diameter of the orifice of the orifice plate is 1 𝑐𝑚.
5.4.6 Considerations about the computer simulations
The computational analysis of hydraulic transients of systems that have air
valves should not be neglected. In this sense, the software HAMMER by Bentley Systems
was applied in this example.
The types of air valves available by this software are: double acting, slow clos-
ing, triple action and vacuum breaker. In the case of double acting (air/vacuum valve), it
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is necessary to define the expulsion and admission orifices. For the triple action (combi-
nation air valve), additionally, it is necessary to define the small orifice diameter for air
expulsion during normal operation and a transition pressure or volume of air.
For the simulation of the air expulsion control system with the gate valve
upstream, it was simply considered the usual elements provided by the software. The
minimum length of the pipes were chosen in order to avoid approximation errors during
simulations.
For the simulation of the air expulsion control system with an orifice plate, it
was considered an air/vacuum valve with inlet orifice diameter of 3 𝑐𝑚 and outlet orifice
diameter of 1 𝑐𝑚. This consideration might be a sufficient approximation.
The simulations were performed for a duration of 40 𝑠. This value is much
greater than the period of the water main 𝑇 = 7.6 𝑠. This way, the extreme pressures
that will happen due to the water hammer phenomenon will for sure be evaluated.
5.4.7 Results of the simulations with the proposed solutions
For the first phase of the analysis, the following configurations were compared:
absence of air valves along the water main; air valves without air expulsion control; air
valves with air expulsion control with the use of the gate valve in parallel, according
to figure 5.7; air valves with air expulsion control with the use of the proposed device,
according to figure 5.8. The results of this first analysis are presented in Figures 5.12 and
5.13
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Figure 5.12 – Minimum pressures for several configurations of water main.
Figure 5.13 – Maximum pressures for several configurations of water main.
Observing Figure 5.12, it can be noted that the vapor pressure is present when
the water main has no air valves or when it has air valves without air expulsion control.
With the application of the proposed device and the gate valve in parallel, there is no
occurrence of vapor pressure.
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Regarding maximum pressures, Figure 5.13 shows that, when there are no air
valves, the maximum pressures are, on average, 44.8 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 inferior than when there are
air valves without air expulsion control. Where the pump is located, with the presence
of air valves without air expulsion control, the maximum pressure is 80.8 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 greater
than when there are no air valves at all. This evinces the importance of air expulsion
control for air valves.
The values of maximum pressures, though, for the situation without air valves,
are beyond the maximum allowed pressure of 120.0 𝑚𝐻2𝑂. With the use of the proposed
device attached to all air valves, it was possible to obtain pressures within the limit. For
the point where the pump is located, the maximum pressure for this case was 123.3𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
The difference of 3.3 𝑚𝐻2𝑂, though, should not be problematic. The configuration with
gate valves upstream of the air valves showed little advantage when compared to the
situation that applied the proposed device. All maximum pressures for this situation were
also acceptable.
Using the proposed device, the maximum pressures are, on average, 11.9𝑚𝐻2𝑂
inferior to those of the situation in which there are no air valves. The point with the
greatest difference in this regard was P2, 25.3 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
Using the gate valves upstream of the air valves, maximum pressures are, on
average, 19.7 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 inferior to those of the situation in which there are no air valves.
The point with the greatest difference was at the pump location, 28.1 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
In a second phase of the analysis, considering the success of the strategies so
far applied, it was investigated the possibility of reducing the quantity of air expulsion
control points without generating unacceptable maximum pressures.
Some configurations with air expulsion control with the gate valve for spe-
cific air valves were investigated. For this tests, the remaining air valves didn’t have air
expulsion control. The results are presented in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14 – Comparison of several configurations using gate valve upstream of air valve at specific
locations.
Considering Figure 5.14, it can be seen that there is a tendency for better
results for higher locations of the profile, except for point P7, that seems to be a better
location for air expulsion control than point P9. That might have happened because point
P7 is at a location where there is a great reduction of upward slope, whereas point P9 is
just an intermediate point. The location sequence of air expulsion control with the use of
gate valves, from the worst situation to the best one, is as follows: P2, P9, P7, without
air valves, P10, and P7 together with P10.
It can also be concluded that the use of gate valves at points P7 and P10
simultaneously is sufficient to obtain an acceptable result of maximum pressure. With the
adoption of this solution, instead of using air expulsion control for all air valves, only two
points will have expulsion control. This way, there will be a reduction of costs.
In Figure 5.15, the results of the tests performed for the proposed device,
analogous to what was done in Figure 5.14, are presented. The sequence of location of
air expulsion control with the use of the proposed device, from the worst situation to the
best one, is as follows: P2, P9, P7, P10, without air valves, and P7 together with P10.
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Figure 5.15 – Comparison of several configurations using the proposed device upstream of air valve at
specific locations.
With the use of the proposed device at points P7 and P10, with the other air
valves without control, it was not possible to obtain an acceptable solution. The maximum
pressure at the pump location exceeds the limit by 12.3 𝑚𝐻2𝑂.
The use of gate valves at points P7 and P10, compared with the use of the
proposed device at the same locations, showed maximum pressures 6.5 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 lower on
average.
The application of the gate valve, as proposed in this example, have the char-
acteristic of permitting the variation of its orifice area. That’s an advantageous trait when
compared to the use of the strategy that applies a check valve with openings as shown
in Figure 5.5. Furthermore, the use of the gate valve will throttle the air flow during
expulsion not only water flow.
The proposed device was effective, though not as effective as the use of the
solution with gate valves. Some important positive characteristics of the proposed device
are as follows: simplicity and low cost; it can be attached to existing air valves without
the necessity of changing the existing systems; it allows the measurement of expulsion
flows with the measurement of the differential pressures across the orifice plate; there is
no risk of clogging; simple maintenance and substitution procedures.
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5.4.8 Additional commentaries about the application of the proposed air ex-
pulsion control systems
With the example that considered a case study PVC water main, it was possible
to show that air expulsion control is important for water hammer management. Two
solutions, one that is installed upstream of the air valve and another that is installed
downstream of the air valve, were effective for the mitigation of maximum hydraulic
transient pressures.
Further research should be done regarding the applicability of air expulsion
control through air valves using other mechanisms and for various conceptions of water
mains. It is also necessary further testing of the proposed devices in experimental and
field situations to prove their real effectiveness.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
With the present master thesis, it was possible to investigate relevant aspects
of the use of air valves in water transportation applications. The literature review showed
that this type of device is generally not very well understood by hydraulic engineers. Some
reasons that cause this situation are: complexity of the phenomenon of air flow through air
valves, multitude of air valves design conceptions, dynamic behavior of air valves during
operation, air-water interactions in water mains, influence of air valves in the context of
hydraulic transients and experimental hurdles for the development of accurate air valves
performance curves.
In Chapter 3, a brief literature review about pipelines was done. Afterwards,
computer simulations were performed in order to evaluate the influence of air valves in the
context of water hammer management systems. These simulations were performed for two
water mains with pumping systems. The water hammer scenario related to the abrupt
turning off of the pumping system was investigated. Air valves without air expulsion
control when used alone for water hammer mitigation are not well suited. The use of air
valves in conjunction with flywheels or hydropneumatic bladder tanks, though, proved to
be of great advantage.Therefore, air valves, usually considered protection devices indicated
for the mitigation of sub-pressures, can also be seen as convenient for the mitigation of
over-pressures when combined with other devices. For the selection of protection systems,
several aspects should be taken into account: economical viability, reliability of the system
functionality over time, reliability of the computer simulations during the design phase,
efficiency regarding the attenuation of extreme pressures and maintenance characteristics.
In Chapter 4, a brief literature review about air in water mains and about
air valves was done. Several air valves design conceptions were presented and discussed:
air release valves, air vacuum valves, combination air valves and vacuum breakers. An
analysis regarding air valves performance curves was done. It was found that, frequently,
manufacturers do not provide acceptable curves. This might lead to wrongs in design. It
was developed a set of criteria to determine the consistency of performance curves: 1)
for a given value of |Δ𝑃 |, the absolute value of air mass outflow must be greater than
the absolute value of air mass inflow; 2) because of the occurrence of the sonic limit for
inflow, the air mass inflow curve needs to tend to a horizontal line for values of 𝑃𝑖 near or
lower than 0.528𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚; 3) the use of a proper air mass flow unit is necessary. For 33% of the
analyzed curves, a single curve for admission and expulsion was considered. This situation
is not acceptable, since admission and expulsion are different phenomena. An acceptable
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air mass flow unit was applied for only 27% of the models. An additional conclusion is that
objective experimental procedures related to the development of air valves performance
curves need to be researched. It is also necessary to demand from manufacturers proper
presentation of the curves.
In Chapter 5, a specific aspect of air valves was considered: the controlled
expulsion of air. Several design conceptions of air expulsion control systems were presented
and discussed. Two design conceptions were suggested. The first conception uses a small
diameter gate valve upstream of the air valve for air expulsion restriction. In parallel with
this gate valve, there is a check valve that only allows flow towards the water main. For
the second conception, a device able to measure air inflow and outflow with the use of
orifice plates was described. Such device should be installed downstream of the air valve
and has several important characteristics: possibility of precise measurement of air inflow
and outflow, application of light materials (PVC), easiness of maintenance, installation
without the necessity of removal of the air valve. Computer simulations were performed
using both systems for the protection of a case study PVC water main. It was evinced
that air expulsion control is important for water hammer control. For the investigated
case study, the use of air valves with air expulsion control systems, without any other
protection devices, was able to mitigate the effects of the water hammer from the pump
trip scenario. The proposed device with orifice plates for expulsion control, since it can
measure air admission and air expulsion, could be applied in future research to verify the
supposition used by water hammer softwares and theoretical models that the admitted
air stays near the inlet region during transient phenomena.
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